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Abstract 

The success of vertical integration is highly dependent on units’ ability to collaborate 
towards common goals. Deficiencies in coordinating and controlling the internal trading 
activities could imply that the benefits and the purpose of vertical integration are 
unutilised. Commonly owned companies that individually satisfy a certain stage in a 
production chain (i.e. vertical integration) aims efficiently produce full solution 
products. The goods are transferred through the production chain by trading internally, 
which stresses the importance of having efficient procedures for the internal trading, as 
well as properly determined transfer prices for the traded goods and services. Incorrect 
procedures and lack of management control could, among other factors, foster a 
behaviour that allows the subsidiaries to act as if independent and unaffiliated. 
Consequently, such organisational culture is hurtful to a group that is vertically 
integrated. 

In this case study a Swedish engineering group, consisting by five subsidiaries, is 
examined with the intent of mapping and describe the issues that cause sub-
optimisations and inefficient internal trading, as well as highlight the most critical factors 
that needs adjustment or attention in order to improve the internal trading situation. 
The empirical findings of this case study have been compared to a theoretical 
framework, founded on underlying and related theories regarding vertical integration. 
The qualitative data was based on interviews with four Chief Financial Officers and two 
Chief Executive Officers of companies in the same group. The names of persons and 
companies will be held confidential. 

The findings showed that the companies within this corporate group have highly 
decentralised relations to each other and are highly autonomous. Only one company is 
more controlled by top-management. Even though the companies have been united to 
exist in a vertical integrated group, the trading is still conducted as if the companies are 
independent of each other and with a lot of self-interest. There is a lack of standardised 
procedures, incentives, and expressed policies and guidelines from the top-management 
to encourage collaboration towards the aggregated goals and the group’s profit 
maximisation. The horizontal management style leaves too undefined frames for 
conducting internal trades with the focus on maximising the group’s profit. Hence, the 
internal trading is not optimal and sub-optimisation is likely to occur. The findings of 
the explorative and descriptive study call for the top-management’s attention and 
intervention. Two tools for controlling and improve the internal trade is by 
implementing either a Shared Service Centre or a transfer pricing method, together with 
motivating incentives.  
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1 Introduction 

Here follows the introductory chapters, presenting the specific topic this thesis will comprise. The section 
begins with a background concerning the field of study and continues with the problem discussion. Then the 
purpose of the thesis is presented, as well as the delimitations and methodology.  

There are several different reasons to why a corporate group emerges. And, several ways to 
how the group can emerge, in Sweden, the most common course of action is the purchase 
of another company’s shares (Ekberg, Kedner, & Svanberg, 2008). The reason for 
acquiring another company could have its cause in lessen the competition, or expanding 
the production capacity. If a group grows due to such reasons, the company adapts 
horizontal integration. On the other hand, a company might want to secure different 
production chain stages, and hence, acquire companies that complement each other in the 
process of finalising a product (Hultbom, 1990). 

In the technological market vertical integration becomes increasingly common, one 
example of a vertically integrated company is Apple. Since the release of iPhone in 2007 
Apple has gained increased market shares in the mobile phone market and in 2011 they 
retrieved astonishing 75% of the total profits in the mobile phone market (Elmer-DeWitt, 
2012). Part of the explanation for their success is that for 35 years Apple has had a vertical 
model that features an integrated hardware-and-software approach. Other market leaders in 
technology are now looking to increase their vertical integration, where the company 
controls both the end product as well the components, in an attempt to emulate the 
success of Apple (“Vertical Integration works for Apple,” 2012). Although technological 
companies are now beginning to embrace the idea of vertical integration, the concept itself 
is not new, the same definition has been used since the 60’s and has influenced most 
manufacturing sectors prior to the technological (Hultbom, 1990). 

In a vertically integrated production chain, each company within a group represents a 
processing or refinement part in the production chain of a finalised product. The reason 
for forming a corporation with vertical integration often lies in securing the different stages 
of the production chain. The possible benefits of this kind this integration can be many. 
But by vertically integrating companies, problems arise and different aspects have to be 
taken into consideration in order to tackle these problems (Hultbom, 1990).  

This thesis discusses and concerns the issues and deficiencies of the vertical integration in a 
group of five affiliated companies, hence subsidiaries. Due to confidentiality issues, all 
names will be held anonymous and replaced with fictitious names (see section 1.4). The 
subsidiaries are commonly owned by and a part of the multinational enterprise 
INDUSTRY. INDUSTRY has different business areas; one of them is in this thesis 
referred to as STEEL. The five companies mentioned earlier, C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5, all of 
which are located in Sweden, constitute this business area. When referring to the five 
companies as a vertically integrated group, the fictitious name STEEL will be used.  This 
subject of study was through personal contact initiated by the CEO of C3, whom raised the 
issues and perhaps ineffective vertical integration they experienced.  
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1.1 Background 

Vertical integration is the notion of companies with a common owner, that each stands for 
a production chain stage and by trading with each other, they could offer a finalised 
product (Hultbom, 1990). This inevitably leads to questions on how to structure, organise, 
and manage these companies in order to make the internal trading efficient. The CEO, 
with whom the authors had personal contact, expressed suspicions about occurring sub-
optimisation and conflicts due to the internal trading within the group. 

As this issue appealed as interesting, a shorter pre-study was conducted by contacting the 
Chief Financial Officer of each company. Together, they illustrated a very mixed 
interpretation of the vertical integration, the internal trading, and where problematic issues 
arose. The opinions were spread, and the extent of the matter also varied from person to 
person, but mostly these notions of issues were mentioned: communication deficiencies, 
lack of transparency, and the absence of a common coordination system. 

These issues might prevent the corporate group from truly gaining all the benefits of 
vertical integration, which is of course not optimal since the benefits lost might have 
increased the overall profit of the corporative group. One advantage of vertical integration 
is that the coordination of information within the group could increase the collaboration 
and make the group more effective in production. Another advantage is that internal 
trading could save costs due to lower negotiation costs. A third advantage is that vertical 
integration could secure the supply of needed goods in the production chain, this is a 
matter of incentives where the companies have to gain from the internal trade and reject 
external customers on the behalf of the affiliated companies (Hultbom, 1990). 

The organisational structure seems to play an important part in the vertical integration. 
According to Hultbom (1990) both a vertical and horizontal management styles may be 
situated at a vertically integrated corporative. The managerial aspect is what nurtures certain 
thinking about the companies as subsidiaries or not. It is important not to confuse vertical 
integration with vertical management style. Vertical integration refers to how a group's 
production chain looks like, while vertical management refers to how the top-management 
delegates and controls its employees (Daft, 2006).  

The strategy of decentralisation is often tightly connected to the matter of vertical 
integration and internal trading. Decentralisation is the distribution of the decision making 
power and control to specific divisions. Divisions could refer to both functional divisions 
in a company, or to companies of a group, which it will be referred to in this thesis. Due to 
the growth of corporation groups, decentralisation has become very used notion, resulting 
in a diffusing and multiplicity of signification (Mintzberg, 1979).  

According to Mintzberg, Quinn, and Ghoshal (1998) the function of decentralisation is a 
necessity for the larger companies since the decision making and controlling power and 
insight, lies too far away from the actual action and business. It is regarded by some 
researchers that with decentralisation as an organisational structure, affairs are easier to 
control, information is easier to obtain, and motivation for managers to govern employees 
towards set objectives increases. However, as divisions gain more individualised decision-
making processes, rivalry could arise amongst the affiliated companies (Arvidsson, 1971). 
Meaning that, the optimal decisions for the individual division or company could interfere 
with the aggregated objectives of the corporate group. This could create disproportions in 
profits, costs, and risks. One company might for example have higher costs of production, 
compared to an affiliated company (Lantz, 2000). 
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If the level of decentralisation is significant and the individual companies’ management 
have a lot of freedom and decision making privileges, the goal setting and the policies set 
by the parental company have to be strategically formed in order to create synergy 
(Lindvall, 2011). According to McDowell, Thom, Frank, and Bernanke (2010) the 
fundamental objective for companies is to maximise their profits.  

To control and make the internal trading more efficient, different tools could be used. Two 
quite commonly used strategies for improvement of the internal trading are to implement a 
Shared Service Centre (SSC) or a transfer pricing system. A SSC is a central office that 
controls the administration and the overall grasp of the economic situation each company 
and its processes have (Brenner & Schulz, 2010). Transfer pricing is the determination of 
the price of an internally traded product or service (Lantz, 2000). Authors, as Samuelsson 
(2004) and Arvidsson (1971) argue that with a transfer pricing method, the internal trading 
could run efficiently, create synergies and eliminate costly sub-optimisations.  

1.2 Problem Discussion 

The benefits of a vertically integrated production chain between affiliated companies could, 
if it is efficient, lead to higher profits. However, as the pre-study suggests, the vertical 
integration at STEEL is not efficient. The issues that the chief financial officers revealed 
give an appreciation to why the internal trading faces difficulties. To further explore these 
situations and deficiencies, will help STEEL organise and map their own trading.  

Vertical integration implies that internal trading occurs, but under what circumstances the 
internal trade occur has to be described. Mapping out the production chain at STEEL, and 
to what extent the companies trade with each other, is essential in order to further analyse 
the issues that might cause sub-optimisation. Some of the benefits of trading internally are 
for example lower negotiation costs and efficient resource allocation. In STEEL’s case, if a 
policy or method for transfer pricing is absent these benefits should also be absent 
according to Lantz (2000). As Arvidsson (1971) claims, the lack of communication and the 
absence of a proper trading method, could create disproportions hurtful to the company. 

Having internal affairs between affiliated companies affect the decision-making process, 
profit maximisation, and optimisation of objectives, both aggregated and individual (Lantz, 
2000). Thus, the structure of the organisation’s management power and delegation, founds 
the conditions for STEEL to rationalise their trading. Hence, the management style will 
presumably have an impact on the vertical integration. If the management style is too strict, 
the creativeness, closeness to the customers and production areas, and operative control 
could get lost. On the other hand, a management style that is more laizze faire like could 
also imply in disadvantages. If there is no set policy or guidelines about the collaboration, 
more controlled steerage of the internal trading processes are necessary (Hultbom, 1990). 
And that will also benefit a group that is highly decentralised since theories argue that self-
optimisation is a common issue (Lantz, 2000). With more autonomy, the difficulties lie in 
having clear and set objectives of the group. Otherwise, contradictions between the 
aggregated and the subsidiaries’ goals and objectives may occur, making the question of 
how to prioritise the goals intriguing.  

There are many aspects to consider when investigating a corporation having a vertical 
integration. The main consideration is that if the internal trading does not function 
properly, the whole purpose of having a vertically integrated group is lost. Hence, the 
research questions used to explore and describe STEEL: 
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− What are the underlying organisational and financial conditions for the companies 
of STEEL?  

− What current circumstances create deficiencies of the vertical integration at 
STEEL? 

− Contemplating possible areas of improvement, which should foremost be 
considered? 

Through these questions a mapping of the influencing factors and the dependent factors 
could be discovered and explained. As the thesis was initiated by STEEL the thesis could 
influence the management of INDUSTRY or STELL to further study this matter. 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose with this thesis is to describe and explore the vertical integration at STEEL. 
The objective is to provide the management of STEEL a comprehension and 
interpretation of the group’s current internal trading situation, highlight the issues causing 
sub-optimisation, and inefficient internal trading. As this thesis was initiated by one of the 
CEOs of STEEL, crudely suggestions of focal points of improvements will be presented as 
well. 

1.4 Ethical Viewpoint 

During the pre-study a confidentiality agreement was made due to the delicate and sensitive 
information that could be brought up during the study. Consequently, no names or 
distinguishing information will be provided. The study will be held anonymous and 
fictitious names are used when necessary. This ethical standpoint facilitates the gathering of 
information since the risk and inconvenience of being singled out is extinguished. 
Therefore, no references regarding the corporate group, its subsidiaries, and stakeholders 
will be presented. The interviewees’ answers will therefore not be transliterated and 
presented as such. In case of critique or questions the reader is kindly asked to contact the 
authors. 

1.5 Methodology 

This study is based on actors’ perspective since it addresses the perception of each 
individual respondent about the vertical integration and the internal trading etc. An actors’ 
perspective tries to explain the overall situation based on individual actors perception 
(Holme & Solvang, 1997). One major tradition of philosophies of science is the 
interpretivist, a form of hermeneutics, which emphasize the meaning made by people as 
they interpret the world using research methods that involve the use of more natural 
settings and is closely linked to qualitative research (Williamson, 2002). 

1.5.1 Research Approach 

A qualitative approach involves collecting extensive data in order to draw conclusions 
about which factors are important and to study the connection between those factors 
(Bryman & Bell, 2007). Furthermore, having a qualitative approach means that to detail, 
study the empirical findings, analyse the material, try to draw conclusions, and get deeper 
knowledge within the specific area of research (Holme & Solvang, 1997). The above 
description of a qualitative approach is in line with the purpose of this thesis. Quantitative 
research, on the other hand, involves studying phenomena on general level and not going 
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into detail, which is favourable in studies that aim to draw general conclusions (Bryman & 
Bell, 2007). 

In this thesis there will be an intensive focus on one single corporate group, STEEL, and 
investigation of the current situations at STEEL’s five companies. A qualitative approach 
must be embraced first since a quantitative approach will not satisfy the purpose intent. 
Hence, the data will not be collected from a massive sample size. The information 
regarding the vertical integration in STEEL and what issues might occur, is believed to be 
easier to find through a qualitative research approach, partly due to the small sample group, 
but also due to the attempt to investigate the issues of the vertical integration in-depth. 

This research of STEEL aims to give a deeper understanding of the vertical integration 
within the group and how the internal trading processes work as a tool to make the vertical 
integration more efficient. The current situation will be investigated to show the different 
factors that are relevant in these circumstances. A deductive approach will be used where 
the theoretical frame of reference will be compared to the reality STEEL experiences. A 
deductive approach means that existing theories are compared to the empirical findings 
(Williamson, 2002). The opposite of a deductive approach is the inductive approach where 
the researcher tries to draw conclusions from the empirical findings and to build new 
theories (Jacobsen, 2002) However, parts of the inductive approach will be present in this 
study, in the analysis and conclusions, since STEEL wish for recommendations. But the 
core of the thesis will be based on a deductive approach. 

1.5.2 Case Study 

A case study is the where a single case is analysed intensively, where a ‘case’ represents for 
example be an organisation, location, person, group, or an event (Bryman & Bell, 2007). A 
case study is appropriate in areas where a phenomenon is dynamic and not yet settled 
(Williamson, 2002). Williamson (2002) also argues that a case study research aims to richly 
describe specific cases in order to understand how a phenomenon interacts in a specific 
context. For this thesis a case study seems most appropriate since this approach offers the 
detailed analysis of the characteristics for the problem in question, which the purpose of 
this thesis demands.   

There are, however, disadvantages associated with the case study approach. Typically, case 
studies make use of qualitative data, and the analysing of the qualitative data can be difficult 
and time consuming. Furthermore, the collection and analysis of data of this kind is open 
to interpretation of the researcher. In this situation, it is important that researcher takes on 
a value-free approach during the investigation and when analysing the data. A case study is 
the only rational option in this study due to the complexity of vertical integration at 
STEEL (Maylor & Blackmon, 2005).  

When designing the case study, either a single-case or a multiple-case might be used. The 
single-case study is appropriate in various situations, including when the case is the intent is 
to investigate a phenomena in-depth with rich description and understanding (Williamson, 
2002). Naturally this thesis represents a single-case study since it is written on behalf of 
STEEL, which is one group, and aims to describe their unique vertical integration and 
internal trading processes.   

While many social scientist still believe that case studies are only suitable for the 
exploratory phase of the investigation Yin (2003) argues that case studies can be used for 
multiple reasons. In a case study there are different steps, or levels of depth, that can be 
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followed to fulfil the purpose and the ambition of the case study: explorative, descriptive, 
explanatory. The nature of the research will determine how many of these steps will be 
included (Williamson, 2002).  

This thesis will be influenced by all three aspects, but will focus on describing and 
explaining the current situation at STEEL. Case studies have the advantage of answering 
how and why questions, which are two aspects that will fulfil the purpose of this thesis. 
Other strategies such as experiments, surveys, archival search, etc. might be used for the 
same purpose, but case studies are more appropriate for complex situations (Yin, 2003). A 
case study of this kind not often is prescriptive, meaning that no general conclusions, that 
are applicable at other cases, can be drawn. However, recommendations and suggestions 
will also be presented as the thesis was initiated by STEEL.  

1.6 Literature Search and Pre-Study 

The initial literary study of the chosen field of subject was conducted at Jönköping 
International Business School’s library. In search of relevant literature, such as scientific 
articles and books, the school’s database Primo was used. The keywords used when 
searching were the following: Vertical Integration, Internal Trading, Transfer Pricing, 
Pricing, Communication, Organisational Structure, Transparency, Shared Service Centre, 
Decentralisation, Sub-optimisation and Profit Maximization. Also, the Swedish equivalents 
for the previously specified key words have been used in the search for a background to 
the Frame of Reference. The search of literature was conducted between the 27th of 
December 2012, and the 7th of May 2013.  

The pre-study was conducted using telephone contact with the CFOs of the five 
companies STEEL and with the initiator, a CEO, of the subject. Through this contact, the 
matter of internal trading was only surfaced, but gave enough substance to proceed with 
the study of vertical integration and the related issues at STEEL. 
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2 Frame of Reference  

The pre-study of STEEL has given a benchmark for selecting the previous studies and 
concepts necessary for the purpose of this thesis. Consequently, some sections of theory 
could naturally be developed further. However, since the purpose is primarily to investigate 
and describe the situations regarding STEEL’s vertical integration, the development and 
exposition is restricted to only refer to theories connected to vertical integration essential 
for the purpose of the thesis. 

In order to clearly map the current situations and relations regarding the vertical integration 
of STEEL, the design of this chapter plays an important role. The fundamental and general 
theories must be presented first, including concepts such as profit maximisation, profit 
margins, market structures, and pricing, in order to describe the underlying conditions of 
the companies of STEEL. It is profoundly important to understand these conditions to 
conduct further analysis. Secondly, organisational structure and management theories will 
be presented. These theories will be used to investigate how the top-management organise 
and govern their subsidiaries and how the management affect the vertical integration and 
trading between the companies. Furthermore, the theoretical frame of reference will consist 
of theories about the cooperative group and a deeper presentation of the concept of 
vertical integration. These theories will be used to analyse the effects of vertical integration 
on the cooperative group and how it intertwine with internal trading. The theoretical frame 
of reference will end with tools used to control and manage internal trading. 

To facilitate the comprehension of the reader the figure below shows how this chapter is 
organised. 

 

                  Figure.2.1 Structure of Frame of Reference 

Tools for Controlling the Internal Trading

Shared Service Centre Transfer Pricing Methods

Vertical Integration

The Cooperative Group

Organisational Structure and Management
Vertical vs. Horizontal 

Management
Decentralisation Governance

Fundamental Economic and Business Administration Theories
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2.1 Profit maximization 

It is well known that the primary motive for most private companies that sell goods and 
services is to make a profit. A company’s profit is the difference between the total revenue 
that it receives from sales and all costs it incurs to produce. In order to maximise the profit, 
various factors have to be taken into consideration, for example fixed and variable costs, 
and how output quantity affects these, ending up with total cost that has to be covered by 
the revenue. The revenue is dependent on the quantity sold and the pricing of these goods 
(McDowell et al., 2010). 

2.1.1 Market structure and Pricing 

In microeconomics, the concepts of market structure and pricing decisions are closely 
related. In theory, there are two extreme cases of the market structure: perfect competition 
and monopoly. Both of which have different implication on a company’s privileges and 
possibilities of setting the price of the goods produced. It is important to point out that 
these are theoretical circumstances that rarely exist in reality, but nevertheless, they are 
helpful when analysing different aspects and implications of the market structure 
(McDowell et al., 2010).    

The conditions that have to be fulfilled for perfect competition are: 

• Large numbers of buyers and sellers 
• Homogeneous product 
• Free entry and exit  
• Perfect information 

In perfect competition the price is set by the market and a company can sell as much or as 
little as desired at the market price, but if they raise the price they won’t sell anything. 
Hence, the company in a perfect competitive market is a price taker. In this case the 
company can only choose their output quantity, presumably a quantity that both covers 
their costs and maximises profit (or minimises loss).  The companies decide the quantity to 
be produced based on sales price and marginal costs. If marginal revenue is higher than 
marginal cost in a perfectly competitive market goods will be produced until the marginal 
cost equals the marginal revenue, i.e. the set market price. If the marginal cost is higher 
than marginal revenue it would not be profitable to produce (Frank, 2008).    

The conditions that have to be fulfilled for monopoly are: 

• Single seller of product 
• No close substitutes 
• Significant barriers of entry 

In a monopoly there is only one selling company that is a price setter, the buyers in the 
market have to adapt to the price set by the monopolistic company. In this case the 
company is not constrained by the price, as for the companies in perfect competition, 
instead it is constrained by their demand curve. The company is trying to maximize their 
revenue setting a price that equalises marginal cost to marginal revenue. There are very few 
real cases of pure monopolies since for most goods it exist slightly differentiated 
substitutes, which lead to monopolistic competition (Frank, 2008).    
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In a market with many competitors, where the companies compete with each other by 
price setting, such as in perfect competition, the prices of the goods will reach equilibrium 
where the companies will earn no profit. If, for example, companies in a perfectly 
competitive market where earning profits, other companies would enter the market and 
take a share of the profits and at the same time current companies in the market can lower 
there prices in order to take a larger market share. Hence, the prices will drop to 
equilibrium. In a monopoly on the other hand the prices will not drop because of the 
absent competition. Instead, the monopolistic company will set a price that will maximise 
its profit. Because of these market differences, the prices of the goods will be higher in a 
market where there are few suppliers than in a market with many suppliers (McDowell et 
al., 2010). 

As mentioned earlier with perfect competition and monopolies are rare, a more common form of 
market structure is oligopoly, which occurs when a small number of companies are in 
competition (McDowell et al., 2010). In oligopolies all companies are price setters and can 
also affect the market by shifting their output level which means that all companies can 
change the market with their decisions. Since there are few competitors they are likely to 
keep track of each other’s actions and strategically plan their actions based on what they 
believe will be the other competitors’ reaction. Companies in oligopolies can gain hugely on 
other market participants’ expense. This can give rise to many different outcomes where 
the prices can either go down if the companies are in fierce competition, or the companies 
can be in silent agreement not to lower the price (Frank, 2008). 

Price setter does not only exist in monopolies where there is one company that set the one 
definitive price. In most markets there are many companies with at least some latitude to 
set its own prices. Companies in a market can often alter their prices due to their 
differentiated products, e.g. by quality, characteristics, brand, location, etc. This reoccurring 
differentiation also undermines the assumption that companies in a market can all be price 
takers. Since companies in reality often are, to some degree, price setter, the price setting 
strategies to achieve maximum profit, get more complex and deserve more analysing 
(McDowell et al., 2010).    

2.1.2 Contribution Margin and Profit Making 

As mentioned earlier the goal of most companies is to make a profit, or at least to minimise 
a loss. Primarily the company has to cover its costs and then continue to sell product with a 
profit margin to make a profit. The setting of an optimal price of a good is of key 
importance to cover the costs and achieve a profit. A goods ability to cover the fixed costs, 
which is not dependent on the output quantity, is determined by it contribution margin. If 
the overall fixed costs are covered by the contribution margins the company has used its 
capacity in a satisfying manner and will not have a negative result (Davis & Davis, 2011).  

The contribution margin is the difference between the sales revenue and variable expenses. 
It is the amount that remains to cover fixed expenses and provide a profit. What is 
important to point out is that the fixed costs remain the same even when the number of 
units sold increases. An understanding of this principle is fundamental for business 
decision making (Davis & Davis, 2011). Ax (2011) argues that as most companies’ primary 
goal is to achieve maximum profit, they are prioritising goods with a high contribution 
margin.  

The total contribution margin for the goods sold is the difference between the sum of the 
sales revenues and variable costs for every good sold (Davis & Davis, 2011). A company 
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that is not perfectly competitive, i.e. is a price setter that has a possibility to some extent 
decide the price of the produced good, will aim to set the price so that the total 
contribution margin is maximised and thus increase the profit. A company that is a price 
taker, on the other hand, can only affect the profit, not by pricing decision, but instead by 
focusing on the cost side of the equation and try to keep expenses low (McDowell et al., 
2010).    

2.2 Organisational Structure and Management 

The management style and structure of the organisation plays an important role and impact 
the management and communication. The management style will affect the communication 
between and management of the parent company and its subsidiaries (Hatch, 2001).  

The management structure dictates who is in a position of authority, how employees are 
assigned their duties, and describes the division and delegation of work. There are two 
commonly known structures of an organisation’s management, vertical and horizontal. The 
management structure of an organisation should be designed to fit the strategies and goals 
as well as the economic situation and the physical structure. In the pursuit of the most 
optimal design the management of companies is often somewhere in between the two 
extremes (Daft, 2006).  

2.2.1 Vertical vs. Horizontal Management 

In the vertical organisation the power flows from the top down. The chain of commands is 
well defined and employees report to the person directly above them in the “hierarchy”, 
which give clear lines of authority and reporting. There is a single source for establishing 
goals, priorities and expectations which gives employees clear guidance (Friday, 2003). 
Vertical management is often efficient due to the rapid decision making processes, which 
depends on the small number of performers. Further, the employees have clear defined 
responsibilities and little time is spent on learning new task and managers are in charge of 
small group which allow close supervision (Daft, 2006).  

A disadvantage of vertical management is that the communication between upper and 
lower layer is slow since the information has to travel through all the layers in between, in 
consequence decisions and actions are delayed (Daft, 2006). There is also no formal 
mechanism for communication across functions. This management structure does not 
encourage people to collaborate and share information across the functions and reporting 
structure, which could lead to rivalry between the work groups and make them compete 
with each other instead of working to achieve the overall goals (Friday, 2003). Also, there 
are many rules that can leave employees feeling inhibited by this kind of management 
structure (Daft, 2006).   

According to Distelzweig and Droege (n.d.) horizontal management can be seen as the 
opposite of vertical management. There is a less well defined chain of command and the 
employees often work in teams where everyone in the team has a shared responsibility of 
the contribution. The team members have more variation in their duties and perform a 
larger set of functions. Horizontal management does not, however, imply that the 
management have a laissez faire leadership, where the management resign from leading the 
subordinates completely (Goethals, Sorenson, & Burns, 2004). With horizontal 
management there is simply a shift in authority from the top management towards the 
lower levels. The top management still keep its authority in setting the overall objectives, 
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but the divisions’ management can choose their actions and how to prioritise those actions 
when following the objectives (Distelzweig & Droege, n.d.). 

This also affects the communication; with a horizontal management structure the 
communication seems more organic and flows more freely between the work groups, with 
this management structure the employees report to several managers instead of just one 
supervisor. This management style is sometimes referred to as “loose”, with fewer rules, 
but still some directives and strategies are communicated to the divisions of the company. 
With this more leveled distribution of power, the employee satisfaction can increase, 
feeling that they are part of a team with a stronger sense of identification with the company 
(Distelzweig & Droege, n.d.).  

Since the looser management offers more variation in responsibilities the employees have 
to learn more task which can make the expectation of what should be performed 
ambiguous, which in turn could lead to an increased level of stress. Without any clear 
authority and goals from above the decision making take more time and resources, making 
could make this management structure less efficient. It is also more difficult to keep the 
work groups in line with the overall goals given the increased freedom that the groups 
acquire (Distelzweig & Droege, n.d.). 

2.2.2 Decentralisation 

According to Mintzberg (1979), decentralisation is the most confused topic of 
organisational theory. The term has been used in so many different ways that it has lost its 
meaning. One interpretation of decentralisation is that it refers to the distribution of 
decision making privileges within a group of affiliated companies. The controlling company 
can either have a vertical or horizontal approach towards decentralisation. With a vertical 
approach towards decentralisation the controlling company keeps much of the decision 
making privileges to itself. In contrast, with a horizontal approach the affiliated companies 
have large freedom to form their own standards and make decisions by themselves (Daft, 
2006). 

In a group of affiliated companies, the current trend is to give a company’s management 
team more control over their own processes, and by doing so lessen the bureaucracy and 
give more autonomy to each company. It is often argued that, decentralisation is a way to 
adapt to the modern markets, where changes occur in a higher phase then before. 
Independency will make it possible for companies to adjust to these changes and remain 
competitive (Olve & Ekström, 1990). 

The current trend is to abandon the traditional form of operations management in favour 
of more modernised operations management. Traditionally management control has been 
prioritised, where transparency has been pursued in order to refine the available economic 
information. The modern form of operation management instead strives to govern through 
goal setting, where the companies have, within the frames of the overall strategy, more 
freedom and responsibility to plan and execute their work by themselves. For this to work 
there is a need for control of the progress of each company to make sure that they are in 
line with the overall goals. This control is often done by budgeting and then follow-up on 
that budget. The goals, however, should not be strictly financial since this could lead to 
short-sightedness (Lindvall, 2011). 

Critics claim that cohesive management is what differentiate a group of affiliated 
companies from other companies, and should therefore be cherished. Naturally a balance 
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between the centralism and decentralism is to strive for. To find this balance is important 
because it affects different aspects within the group, the communication of goals and 
strategies. The communication of information, such as financial information that is basis 
for decision making, will also be affected (Olve & Ekström, 1990). Furthermore, as the 
decision making through decentralisation focuses on optimising the divisions’ own 
objectives, naturally the aggregated objectives should be optimised as well. However, if the 
companies affect each other with their decisions and operations, an imbalance hurtful to 
the group could develop. Thus, a rivalry could emerge, making the affiliated companies 
only look at its own objectives, rather than the aggregated. Therefore, transfer pricing is 
important to regard since a transfer pricing system can give control in such situations, 
without making the management more centralised (Lantz 2000). 

Depending on the management structure and the level of decentralisation there is a shift in 
the level of direct control the top-management has over the subsidiaries processes and 
activities, with a high level of decentralisation the top-management rely the goal setting. 
With concrete goals it is easier to follow up on the progress of the companies, which is why 
it is often comfortable to set financial goals (Olve & Ekström, 1990). Bonuses to CEOs are 
sometimes used as motivation to reach such goals, as bonuses can be based on the result of 
the company (Svenskt Näringsliv, 2006). However, according to Lindvall (2011) with 
decentralisation the management of the companies have more responsibility for the result 
of the company and increase the tendency to prioritise their individual goals, so it is 
important that financial goals do not give further incentives for self-optimisation instead of 
reaching the overall goals of the group.  

2.2.3 Governance 

Traditionally the top-management’s governance has been conducted by mainly financial 
information, but lately other aspects of governance have received an increased attention. 
According to Lindvall (2011) the consciousness that numbers are only representations, and 
not the absolute truths, has grown. The management has to be informed about the 
subsidiaries operations to fully understand the financial information. By focusing too much 
on the financial numbers there is a risk of increasing the distance from the actual 
operations (Lindvall, 2011).  

This can be exemplified with the comparison, made in the 80’s, of the criticised formalised 
governance that pervaded the American business sector to the Japanese governance that 
was characterised by norms and values, where the Japanese governed by goal-setting and 
overall strategies to a greater extent. These two philosophies have previously been seen as 
two separate alternatives, but they might also complement each other where the formalised 
governance can be supported by an idea based value-system (Lindvall (2011). 

Lindvall (2011) continues to stress the importance of linking the financial goals of the 
subsidiaries to the overall strategy and goals of the group. Of course, the financial goals of 
the subsidiaries in a group have to be more or less fulfilled in order for the overall financial 
goals of the group to be reached. However, if the top-management sets too much emphasis 
on the subsidiaries reaching their goals, sub-optimisation might occur since the companies 
can be tempted to make decisions that are best for them. In the short run, that could 
benefit the group, but neglecting the general perspective and optimisation of the aggregated 
objectives, could damage the company in the long-run. In order to get the subsidiaries to 
cooperate and interact to fulfil the aggregated goals, the implementation and management 
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of the chosen strategies are of key interest. Through the short term goals, the long run 
strategies can be concretised and fulfilled (Lindvall, 2011). 

2.3 The Cooperative Group  

There are many reasons to why a corporation develop to a corporate group. Most often the 
reason lies in the persuasion of expanding its own scope of practice or to diversify its 
business area. Other reasons could be to get hold of valuable technology or eliminate 
competition. A corporate group could originate through a new entity, emerging from 
expansion of the business areas. Another way for group formation is merging with another 
company, which is quite uncommon in Sweden. The most common way to form a group is 
to acquire shares in an existing company (Ekberg et al.. 2008). 

In a group, synergies could arise if coordination and control are efficient. Areas for such 
coordination and control could for example be interactivity of purchases, production 
processes, marketing, and administration management. Through job allocation, unitised 
process management and an expanded capacity usage, could imply considerable production 
gains. Through the group formation, rationalisation of common resources and business 
areas are possible. The administrative benefits from a cooperation between divisions and 
affiliated companies of a group are substantial when taking advantage of the close relation, 
the common parent company, and the sense of belonging to the group (Ekberg et al.. 
2008).  

Due to the international growth markets right now experience, e.g. outsourcing, acquire 
geographical business areas, etc., the number of Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) have 
grown substantially during the last two decades (Samuelsson, 2004). More studies are 
conducted within this area and simultaneously, more problem areas have developed. One 
issue in the financial area is the risk for sub-optimisation. When there is a lack in 
management control and divisional communication, the risk is substantially high (Hultbom, 
1990). In the financial world, sub-optimisation is explained as optimisation of one objective 
or performance, but an unbeneficial result for the whole general objective or performance 
(NE, 2013). Consequently, the risk for sub-optimisation could occur in several situations 
and levels in the company.   

2.4 Vertical Integration 

Vertical integration is the classic notion of the vertically interconnection and trading 
between companies of a mutual owner. Hence, the production and/or distribution of 
products or services in each company are all a part of a final product (Hultbom, 1990). The 
opposite of vertical integration is horizontal integration where the companies in a group 
have similar products or services. For example, horizontal integration occurs when a 
company acquires another company in an attempt to lessen the competition and increase 
its customer clientele (Hill & Jones, 2003).  
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Figure 2.2 Vertical and Horizontal Integration 

Anderson and Wietz (1983) list four main reasons connected to the vertical integration in a 
group of affiliated companies:  

1. By cooperative coordination and control the group could create synergies that 
oppresses the costs and stabilise the market uncertainties.  

2. The compilation and development of technology are made internally, which could 
benefit the market competiveness. 

3. The raw material supply are secured and could be advantageous for the cost saving. 
4. Cost saving through decreased barriers to entry and negotiation costs.  

As could be interpreted, the first and third aspects especially concern the internal trading of 
affiliated companies within a group. However, it is not only the raw material that may be 
safeguarded, but processes in a production refinement chain as well (Hultbom, 1990). Kay 
(2000), however, argues that it is not the accessibility to the resources that is the foremost 
reason for vertical integration. It is the refinement or processing of that resource that is the 
main reason for trading internally. The issue of replaceability and appropriability of the 
product/service is a better indicator of why integration is established internally, rather than 
externally (Kay, 2000). 

Through internal trading, the companies could create prices that are highly competitive, or 
offer a value-added product to the customer by securing the quality and origin of the 
product. The organisational structure will consequently affect the management control of 
the internal trading in different ways. When functioning properly, then naturally the 
business is efficient and well integrated (Hultbom, 1990). Different management structures, 
however, impact differently on the vertical integration. As described earlier, there are two 
main organisational management structures: vertical and horizontal management. Both 
have advantages, but as to support the problem discussion, the negative aspects are 
important to highlight (Kay, 2000). 

When the management is strictly vertical (hierarchical) there could be a risk that the 
affiliated companies of the production chain receives a too strained autonomy. If the 
directives, or orders are to only trade internally, it could risk the internal affairs to be 
unbeneficial compared to an external choice of supplier. It could also suppress the 
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management teams strive for profit maximisation of each division (division could refer to a 
division in a company or a company of a whole group). The difficulty lies in hardship for 
the top-management to observe and understand the specific needs of each division and 
management team. Hultbom (1990) explains that the top-management will not rule or 
control the operative activities. This creates a problematic situation since the management 
at each division do not have the autonomy to trade or make a decision in any direction 
(Hultbom, 1990).  

On the contrary, if the company has horizontal management, the negative aspects instead 
become the opposite of the ones when vertical management prevails. With horizontal 
management the decision making power lies within the specific divisions, making the 
control from the top-management unfixed and loose. The communication between the 
top- and the division-management becomes vital for the trading processes to work. 
Important to pinpoint according to Hultbom (1990) is that trading internally, even though 
the possibility exist, is not an evident choice when the control from the top-management is 
un-fixed. Another recognised situation when the benefits of internal trading could default is 
when there is a lack of motives for the internal transaction to be a more efficient choice of 
supply (Kay, 2000).  

Nonetheless, even if the top-management would direct the trades to be internally, the 
motive for making the internal choice to be efficient could still be absent (Hultbom, 1990). 
Kay (2000) mean that some hierarchy is needed for delegate and control the group’s 
common and aggregated objectives and profit-maximisation goal. However, many studies 
by Arvidsson (1971) and Lantz (2000) imply that not only control by the top-management 
is important, but incentives for choosing internally must exist. 

2.5 Tools for Controlling the Internal Trading 

When the lack of motives for making the internal trade efficient, or when the trading is 
somewhat unmanageable, two tools for controlling and managing this issue are suggested. 
The first is something called shared service centre (SSC), which is a tool for rationalisations of 
the duplications of working tasks and financial business areas by using a shared 
administration office. Another way for controlling these issues is transfer pricing (Lindvall, 
2011). Transfer pricing is the setting of prices on internally traded products or services.  

2.5.1 Shared Service Centres 

A Shared Service Centre (SSC) is an organisational entity that is in charge of certain 
operational tasks in a multi-unit organisation. This solution is applicable in for example 
accounting, human resources, and purchasing. The idea is unite the entities with a common 
informational structure that can facilitate future development. One important aspect of 
SSC is that an organisational structure does not have to be strictly either centralistic or 
decentralistic, instead the operational tasks can be handled both ways, simultaneously. At 
the same time the information flow is separated from the physical production flow 
(Lindvall, 2011). 

By implementing a SSC the costs of decentralisation can be reduced and at the same time 
increase the quality of the support processes for the business (Janssen & Joha, 2006). 
However, one condition for the implementation of SSC is that there exists support and 
drive to change software and communication techniques. With an integrated enterprise 
resource planning-system much of the communication barriers can be reduced (Lindvall, 
2011). 
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One negative aspect of a SSC is the costly pre-administration necessary for implementing 
the centre. However, when the SCC is established, in time, the savings from not having 
utilised duple resources, cost-barriers from communication deficiencies, and administration 
work, will elevate and recompense the implementation. Another concern with using SSC is 
that it can be difficult to recruit competent operators to these so called number factories. 
The proponents meet this argument by stating that clearer job functions and carrier paths 
will eliminate that concern. SSC is an act of centralisation, which is moving against the 
current trend of decentralisation. However, at the same time some tasks will be 
decentralised, analysis of the collected information will be done closer to the relevant 
operations (Lindvall, 2011).  

  

2.5.2 Purpose of Transfer Pricing  

Transfer pricing is the pricing of traded products or services between affiliated companies 
or between divisions in the same company (Arvidsson, 1973). It is argued that transfer 
pricing could rationalise the resource allocation and increase the economic benefits of the 
vertical integration. The transfer price can be set with different methods, where the transfer 
price could be based on costs, market value, approximated market value, or negotiation 
between associated companies (Arvidsson, 1971). The discussion about what method of 
transfer pricing is the most optimal, have gone on for some decades now. Through a study 
that McAulay and Tomkins (1992) conducted, the functions of transfer pricing can be 
subdivided into four perspectives. Namely: transfer pricing as a/an: 

− Functional necessity due to a decentralised structure. 
− Management control measure to effectively allocate resources between divisions.  
− Organisational catalyst for amplifying the integration of divisions.  
− Way of affecting the strategic structure, hence, influencing the relations within the 

group. 

From these different perspectives the usage and purpose of transfer pricing can be 
distinguished. Lantz (2000) argues that the second perspective is the most important to 
consider since, supported by empirical findings of Grabski (1985), it shows that the 
dominating purpose of using transfer pricing falls within the cultural perspective. However, 
the correlation between the other perspectives is not inessential, which should 
consequently be acknowledged. When a transfer pricing system is efficiently set, then these 
four perspectives all contribute with benefits, resulting in profit maximisation for the whole 
group of affiliated companies (Lantz, 2000).  

According to Hultbom (1990), often it does not exist an exact method for setting the 
transfer price. Rather, the issue is about negotiating the parties concerned and comparing 
to the prevailing market. However, Samuelsson (2004) and Arvidsson (1971) argue that 
transfer pricing is a necessity for curbing the issues that arise with decentralisation. Proper 
setting of transfer prices would consequently cause the trading to function as an 
economical measurement tool of performances. Also, it will contribute as a communication 
tool (Lantz, 2000).  
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2.5.3 Transfer Pricing Methods 

There are three distinctive categories of transfer pricing methods: cost-based, market-based 
and prices that are based on negotiation (Arvidsson, 1990). The two former categories are 
often referred to as the traditional methods. Both presuppose centralized control of the 
transfer prices, either by norms or by centrally determined prices (Arvidsson, 1973). 
Transfer prices based on negotiation is sometimes referred to as a combination of cost-
based and market-based transfer pricing.  

Cost-based Transfer Pricing 

In a transaction between two affiliated companies, it has traditionally been seen as 
appropriate to charge the buyer with the related costs of the good. The underlying idea has 
been that the buyer should cover the costs and at the same time not be charged with the 
full price of what the good would have cost in an open market. Charging a lower price than 
the current market price is seen as an incentive to trade within the group, which will lead to 
utilisation of already owned resources (Arvidsson, 1973).  

A common argument for using a cost-based transfer pricing method is that the costs 
should follow the good during the whole production process, enabling analysis of where 
the costs are derived and calculation of the consolidated profitability (Samuelsson, 2004). 
Furthermore, the cost-based approach is commonly used when the good or service is so 
unique that there is no other way to measure the value of the function of the supplier than 
for the costs involved in the production (Samuelsson, 2004). 

Market-based Transfer Pricing 

Market-based transfer pricing means that the price is determined by looking at what a 
similar product costs on a free market and that the transfer price is set in competition with 
this free market (Ax, 2011). According to Samuelsson (2004) using this approach of 
transfer pricing has strengths that the cost based transfer pricing lacks. It will, for example, 
make the companies more competitive and more aware of the results and profits they are 
producing. This will lead to higher efficiency since the companies will be responsible to 
cover their costs by their own means.  

Since the price is based on the free market it implies that in order to use this approach it 
requires a well-developed free market that has very similar product and that has free 
competition between the actors on the market. It is often the case that these requirements 
are not fully met. To tackle this problem the companies can make certain adjustments so 
that a new approximated market price is found (Samuelsson, 2004) 

Negotiated Transfer Prices 

Negotiated transfer prices are as the name suggests set after negotiation between buyer and 
supplier, where both the costs of production and the market price of the good are 
benchmarked. If complete decentralisation is desired, negotiated transfer prices is a mean 
of reaching independence for the affiliated companies. To make the affiliated companies 
decentralised in this manner is an active decision for the top management. It is 
predetermined that the companies are to negotiate to reach consensus. With negotiated 
transfer prices the companies get responsibly for setting the transfer prices of internal 
achievements and to act business like in trade disputes (Samuelsson, 2004). Ax (2011) 
points out that negotiated transfer prices give the affiliated companies autonomy. However, 
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one underlying condition is that the companies have the right to trade externally. Then the 
companies have motivation to reach an agreement that both parties benefits from. 

One advantage of negotiated transfer prices is that the integration benefits are recognised 
and can be shared equally between the companies. Furthermore, performance measures 
can be examined, during the negotiations, as well as the collaboration between the 
companies. This method is practical if few trades are conducted between the companies 
(Arvidsson, 1971). 

A disadvantage, if there is a lot of trade between the companies, is that it is time consuming 
to negotiate prices continuously (Samuelsson, 2004). There is also a risk that the 
information shared during the negotiations is corrupt in order to gain more from the 
internal trading. The parties in the negotiation might have different bargaining strengths, 
which could lead to that the top management have to interfere if the companies are not 
fully independent. If they are not fully independent, and there exist a coercion to reach an 
agreement, there is a risk that the agreement is concluded on the terms of the company 
with the biggest bargaining strength. (Arvidsson, 1973) 

2.6 Summary of Frame of Reference 

Previous research concerning vertical integration has mainly been focused around 
comparing the benefits and the efficiency of either owning extensive parts of the 
production chain or buying components from external supplier. Companies that trade 
internally in a vertical production chain can save costs with custom agreements and at the 
same time securing the quality and origin of the product. This could make them highly 
competitive either by having a lower price on the finalised product or by creating a value-
added product, or both. In order for the vertical integration to function efficiently, the 
internal trading has to be properly managed under the organisational and managerial 
circumstances in which it occur (Hultbom, 1990).  

The two extremes of management structure are the vertical and the horizontal, both of 
which have different implications (Daft, 2006). Vertical management means that the 
authority runs top-down with a well-defined hierarchal chain of command and that there is 
a single source, the top, from which clear objectives derive (Friday, 2003). With a 
horizontal management structure the top management still keep authority in setting the 
overall objective, but the divisions’ management get authority in choosing how to follow 
those objectives (Distelzweig & Droege, n.d.).  The level of decentralisation in an 
organisation describes how the decision making privileges are distributed. In a corporation 
where there is one owner to several subsidiaries it describes how much autonomy each 
subsidiary has (Mintzberg, 1979).  

Whether there’s a vertical or horizontal management structure, and whether there’s a high 
or low level of decentralisation, the top management has to plan how to govern their 
subordinates. The traditional method of controlling the progress of the divisions have been 
by emphasising financial numbers and budgets, where there are clear financial goals to be 
reached. Even though this is still an important aspect for most organisations, financial 
goals alone could lead to short-sightedness and the current trend is to add long term goals, 
both financial and non-financial (Lindvall, 2011).  

Lindvall (2011) also state certain problems might arise due to the combination of 
decentralisation and increased budget responsibility in terms of financial goals. Namely that 
there are increased tendencies for the companies’ management to a higher degree self-
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optimise, in order to reach their financial goals. Lantz (2000) argues that rivalry could 
emerge in a decentralised organisation where affiliated companies are trading internally and 
at the same time prioritise their own goals, and that a transfer pricing system can give 
control over such situations.  
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3 Method 

This chapter presents the proceedings most suitable to fulfil the purpose of this thesis. The method and entry 
label of how the data was collected and analysed will be presented. Finally, a chapter regarding the 
reliability and validity of the data is presented.  

This research’s approach is through a case study, which investigates a contemporary 
situation in a real-life context when the theory and real-life situation is diffuse and often 
unclear (Yin, 1994). To analyse STEEL’s internal trading as a phenomenon, access to rich 
information regarding the processes and relations is needed. Interviews often provide more 
extensive data than questionnaires since the questions are open for wider discussion and 
information from the respondent (Williamson, 2002). In this section, firstly a discussion 
section will be presented where the pros and cons of using interviews will be discussed 
with additional reasoning regarding the design and implementation of the case study’s 
research.  

3.1 Shaping the Method Procedures  

What methods and procedures - Qualitative interviews will be the source of the empirical 
findings for this thesis. A questionnaire could help reaching more respondents in lesser 
time due to e-mail, telephone, and mailing contact. However, as the research aims to map 
the situations and deficiencies of the internal trading of STEEL, a questionnaire does not 
foster room for explanation and contemplation (Williamson, 2002). As this thesis embraces 
the interpretivist philosophy, one focus is to understand the managers of STEEL’s point of 
view.  Williamson (2002) argues that when having that approach, interviews nurture the 
richer and deeper comprehension of the case study.  

Although, different types of interviews will nurture how deep and thoroughly an issue is 
mapped. There are two extremes of structures when conducting interviews, the formally 
structured interview and the informally unstructured interview. Qualitative research 
interviews tend to be less structured, while in a quantitative research the interview is firmly 
structured to ensure reliability and validity in the measurement of key concepts 
(Williamson, 2002). The focus is often to find hard facts, often in the shape of number or 
yes-and-no questions. In a qualitative case study that approach is often discouraged since 
the focus lies on finding the perspective, experience, and appreciation of those involved 
(Bryman & Bell, 2007). Consequently, the choice of interview design leans towards using a 
more informal interview design than a strict structured design. 

Between having a completely unstructured and a completely structure interviews lies 
various degrees of structural designs, these are called semi-structured interviews (Welman, 
2005). Since the subject of vertical integration and the internal trading comprise many 
aspects and questions are likely to bring up many different interpretations and experiences, 
a completely informally unstructured interview are not to prefer either. Less structured 
interviews allow flexibility when questioning and provide a chance to follow up on 
interesting leads (Williamson, 2002). In this research, there clearly is a need for open 
questions since the current internal trading procedures at STEEL is pre-unknown and the 
interviewees will be encouraged to elaborate on the relevant issues and insights. However, 
there must be some sort of consistency, the same general questions must be asked 
otherwise the comparability is lost when analysing the data. Therefore, a semi-structured 
interview seems favourable due to the freedom to adjust the questions so that the 
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respondents easily know the frames to form an answer, and the interviewer can decide to 
what extent an answer is elaborated (Williamson, 2002).   

How to save the data found - Williamson (2002) argues that the quality of the analysis and 
conclusion depends on how accurately the respondents’ answer is recorded. As the semi-
structured interview give room for longer and elaborated answers, one choice for archiving 
the interviews answers is to record the answers on tape, another approach is to take notes 
during the interview. However that approach challenges the interviewer’ attention since it is 
difficult to simultaneously taking notes and elaborating follow-up questions. Due to the 
confidentiality of each respondent, the choice of collecting the answers is of most 
importance since the readers of this thesis will have no named reference to derive answers 
from after the interviews are conducted. Therefore, an audio recording, as well as notes 
during the interviews shall be taken. With a computer and its multimedia program 
QuickTime Player, the respondents’ answers will be recorded. As for the notes, one of the 
interviewers will take notes while and the other interviewer are able to ask questions with 
the full attention to interpret the answers directly, and encourage further elaboration if an 
answer when necessary.   

What information to obtain - Welman (2005) argues that the initial preparations for an 
interview includes understanding what information must be obtained from the interviewees 
and identify those who are able to provide such information. To be able to draw logical and 
distinct conclusions, firstly, background information about the companies of STEEL and 
their trading processes has to be collected from the interviewees. The information that is to 
be obtained from the interviewees regards the underlying factors that are related to vertical 
integration. By getting into detail about the depending aspects, conclusions can be drawn 
about the overall picture by the researcher. Questions about vertical integration that are too 
broad will not generate answers that explain the underlying factors. Additionally, answers 
to such questions are likely to be coloured by the interviewees’ interpretation and opinion.  

Who to interview - Williamsson (2002) points out other aspects: the planning and motivation 
of who to involve in the case, who are concerned, and why they are chosen to participate. 
As the thesis regards the vertical integration within a group of companies, it is most 
appropriate to focus on the persons with a general insight of and control over this matter. 
As previous studies of STEEL have not been done before, asking a machine operator, 
would not gain the proper insight of the deficiencies and issues the internal trading arise. 
He or she will most likely not be involved with budgeting, ordering, or calculation of the 
production costs. Hence, to collect rich information about the structure and issues of 
vertical integration at STEEL, someone with a key-position is necessary to interview. 
Hence, the Chief Financial Officers (CFO) are to prioritise, since they have valuable 
information about the transfer pricing, trading processes and relations, and objectives of 
STEEL.  

STEEL is constituted by five companies: C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5. All of the companies 
CFOs need to be interviewed in order to maintain consistency and a totality of STEEL. 
Four of the companies lie quite close to each other geographically, and with the financial 
help from STEEL, each of these CFO could be interviewed in a short period of time. One 
of the companies, C4, is geographically located too far from the other companies, causing 
the responsible CFO to being interviewed by telephone contact. The CFO of C2 is leased 
to C3, which consequently could imply in a biased interpretation of the two companies 
situation. So in order to extinguish biased answers, and the risk of not getting rich insight 
and comprehension about both these two companies’ situation, the CEOs of each 
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belonging company are interviewed as well. These selected interviewees will aid and 
increase the in-depth understanding and width of information. 

Secondary Data - As an interview houses the interviewee’s interpretations, belief, values, etc. 
secondary data are an advisable counteracts to extinguish theses influences (Yin, 2003). 
However, from the pre-study it was explained that data regarding this subject would be 
difficult to obtain since STEEL do not seem to have any relevant data necessary for the 
purpose of this thesis. Contemplating the research questions, the need for secondary data is 
less serviceable since the questions will in some way aim to illustrate what each interviewee 
experience at STEEL (Williamson, 2002). Hence, as secondary data only the companies’ 
annual reports, which are reported to the Swedish Companies Registration Office1, will be 
used when specific numbers requires an extra control.  

 

3.2 Conducting the Interviews 

To gain consistency and enable the interviewees’ contemplation of the questions they will 
be asked, an interview guide with the questions were sent out to each of the chosen case 
participants in advance by e-mail (see appendices). The set date when each company was 
visited and each interview conducted were as following: 

Company 
Position of the 

interviewed 
Date of 

interview 
Interview 
medium 

C1 Chief Financial Officer 11/4/2013 In Person 

C2  Chief Executive Officer 11/4/2013 In Person 

C2 Chief Financial Officer 11/4/2013 In Person 

C3  Chief Executive Officer 16/4/2013 Telephone 

C3 Chief Financial Officer 11/4/2013 In Person 

C4 Chief Financial Officer 18/4/2013 Telephone 

C5 Chief Financial Officer 11/4/2013 In Person 

Table 3.1 Dates of interviews  

 

The date was determined in compliance through telephone contact, and partly through e-
mail. Each interview was scheduled to endure for a little more than one hour. The 
Interview Guide with a standard list of questions can be found in Appendices, Appendix 1 
for the original version and Appendix 2 for the translated version.  

During the interviews the respondents were cooperative and agreed to be recorded. Most 
respondents often elaborated their answers, which lead the interview of track from the 
interview guide from time to time. The nature of the interview questions, with questions 
that where closely related to on another, caused some answers to intertwine. This, in 
combination with the informal structure, resulted in that answers merged together. Some 
respondents answered one question with such an extensive elaboration that other questions 
were answered simultaneously. Although this occurred more than once, the interview guide 

                                                 
1 Swedish Companies Registration Office is the Swedish registrar of companies. All Swedish companies, even 

those included in a corporate group, needs to register their annual reports (www.bolagsverket.se). 
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was followed and the respondents were simply asked to confirm their previous statement 
when they had already answered a question by previous elaboration. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the visit to STEEL was financially sponsored by 
STEEL through C3. As the CEO of C3 could not be present when the majority of the 
interviews were conducted, the interview was conducted through telephone contact. This 
was also the case for the CFO of C4, who of geographically and consequently time reasons 
were interviewed by telephone. The interview guide was sent to these participants in 
advance as well.  

3.3 Analysis of the Case Study Data 

There are no exact frames or rules on how to analyse qualitative data (Williamson, 2002). 
However, a strategy must be set in order to deal with the various and rich data that has 
been collected (Yin, 1994). Techniques useful in a deductive approach, which this thesis 
has, base on data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification (Miles & Huberman, 
1984, pp.21-23).  

The first activity regards the transformation of the raw-data, selecting what to present and 
abstract the findings (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Since the interviews are semi-structured, 
much information is collected, causing a selective choice of what to present. The aim is to 
only present information necessary for fulfilling the purpose of this thesis. Therefore, some 
of the original questions have been disregarded to present, some have been merged, and 
some of the answers have been analysed to only comprise the most vital. Consequently, 
this imply in a reorganisation of questions with the respondents’ answers in order to guide 
the reader to a clear and distinct mapping.  

The second activity regards the organisation and assembly of the data. The intention of the 
chosen design is, that the presented data must be easy to follow, as if the anonymity and 
de-selected information about the companies would not compromise the understanding 
and distinctness. This part is utterly important since the anonymity can cause quandary and 
confusion. Therefore, the exact same headlines used in the abstract of the case study data, 
will be used in the analysis. The headlines are chosen to reflect the theoretical background 
of vertical integration and the actuating factors it comprises (Miles & Huberman, 1984). 

The last activity is the conclusion drawing. In this thesis, the analysing of the information 
collected from the respondents will be derived from the theoretical background found in 
section 2. To remind the reader from the previous chapters findings, the questions to each 
headline will be presented as well. According to Williamson (2002) the researcher’s 
interpretation is easier to comprehend if a certain analysis mode is presented. The 
hermeneutic approach regards the questions of what is shown, and what can be interpreted 
from it. This stance follows the epistemological approach of the thesis that aims to 
understand and interpret the vertical integration and the effects that the internal trading 
could have (Ödman, 2007). Consequently, the design of the analysis takes it stance in this 
abstraction of the case study data and the theoretical framework in order to map the 
situation and the deficiencies of STEEL’s internal trading. 

3.4 Reliability and Validity 

The reliability of the study is explained as the likelihood that another researcher would get 
the same result if the study were repeated (Maylor & Blackmon, 2005). Qualitative research 
is known to have difficulties meeting the criterion of reliability. It is impossible to replicate 
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qualitative research since the social settings are constantly shifting and the circumstances 
will be likely to differ when trying to replicate an initial study. If a replication is tried, it 
must be applied in similar circumstances, time, and social environment. Since this is a case 
study, with focus on one particular group of companies, it will not be possible to yield 
findings that can be generally applied in other cases. It is not possible for one case to 
represent all cases (Bryman & Bell, 2003). It can, however, be assumed that the result 
would be similar to the results in this study if it were conducted at STEEL and at 
approximately the same time. Furthermore, occasionally reliable data from the annual 
reports will be used to compliment the qualitative data, which will lessen the level of 
subjectivity. However, since a lot of the empirical findings are based on semi-structured 
interviews, with flexibility to adapt the questioning during the interviews, there is a risk for 
inconsistency. 

In STEELs case, the economic circumstances play a major role, both in a micro and macro 
perspective. To conduct the same interviews could be possible, but the answers would 
probably differ if the study were to be made a couple of years from now. However, if it 
were to be investigated how STEELs situation look like now, but in the future, the 
likelihood is high that the same results presented here, will be presented in such future 
study. Although, the anonymity causes trouble for the next researcher who undertakes such 
project research. The only way to really conduct the same study would be to firstly contact 
the authors of this thesis to find information about STEEL. The reliability falls on this 
matter, but the confidentiality has increased the validity of the research on the other hand.  

During all researches, compromises occur when choosing methods and can be a source of 
inconsistency. However, the validity of the study will increase. In this thesis the choice of 
making the names anonymous impair the reliability of a future research in the same field, 
and the choice of using a semi-structured interview increases the risk of a too wide area of 
study. On the other hand, the anonymity increases the chance of accuracy and honest 
opinions during the interviews, and a semi-structured interview enhances the deeper 
understanding of the questioned subject. 

Measurement validity, in the context of research, refers to the accuracy of the study. 
Namely how well the study measurers and investigate that for which is intended (Bryman 
& Bell, 2003). In this thesis, the flexibility provided by the semi-structured interviews is 
crucial to gain knowledge and insights that was previously unknown. The anonymity of the 
interviewees and the group as a whole is also likely to increase the validity since anonymity 
encourages truthful answers (Williamson, 2002). Regarding the financial numbers, the 
respondents’ answers will be compared to secondary data in order for the accurate 
numbers to be presented. The use of different sources is also something that increases the 
validity of the research (Yin, 2003)     
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4 Findings of the Case Study 

This chapter presents the findings from the conducted interviews. First, a shorter introduction of each 
company is presented, explaining important aspects and information necessary for the interpretation of the 
findings. Then the chapter presents the interview summaries in theme sections. 

The design of the empirical findings’ presentation has its motivation in the facilitation of 
the reader’s interpretation and comprehension of the answers given. As the interviewees 
are held anonymous, the reader could have difficulties in keeping track of which person, 
from which company, said what. Therefore the answers will be presented in a compilation 
of answers rather than individually. However, distinctions will be made where opinions 
differ, but even where distinction is needed, no indication on who said what is given due to 
the confidentiality. The choice of having a summary of answers also benefits the thesis’ 
stance of holding the company and the interviewees undefined by not designate a particular 
answer to a specific individual.  

The elementary information about the companies, which were collected through the 
interviews and secondary data, is presented first. The mapping of STEEL’s vertical 
integration follows next where different sections, see in 4.2, represent between three to five 
related questions. Some information that is relevant input before continuing: 

• The companies are each called C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5. Together they constitute the 
business area STEEL of the multinational company INDUSTRY. 

• The Group Executive Board (GEB) is the board of INDUSTRY. 
• Each company’s Chief Financial Officers (CFO) was interviewed, along with C2 

and C3’s Chief Executive Officers (CEO). 
• The four first companies, C1-C4, are geographically close to each other, while C5 is 

placed several miles elsewhere. 
• The CFO of C2 is leased to C3, causing some answers to be equal or similar or not 

as detailed when answering as C3’s CFO, therefore the opinion of the CEO of C3 
is more emphasised.   

• The companies do not only trade with the Swedish subsidiaries, but the abroad 
subsidiaries of INDUSTRY as well. 

• Most information are based on the results of year 2012, however, the quotas are 
based on the financial statement of 2011.  

• The CFO of C5 also have responsibility as site manager as well, together with the 
CEO, who is the same CEO as of C3.  
 
 

4.1 A Short Presentation of the Five Companies of STEEL 

INDUSTRY is as described earlier a multinational enterprise with subsidiaries and 
customers all over the world. They have different business areas and one is STEEL. The 
business area steel is constituted by five companies, which are all located in Sweden.  
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Figure 4.1 Composition of INDUSTRY and it’s Swedish subsidiaries. 

 

Below follows the shorter presentation and relevant information of each company of 
STEEL: 

C1 - Distributor of products, where engineering and administration sometimes is included 
as a service. C1 only buys products and sell to final customers. C1 was earlier a part 
of C2, but became a new entity a few years ago. The company was gainful as a 
division of C2, and has continued this positive development as a company. C1 sell 
high quality, mostly customised, products. It has only a few competitors in its 
product segment. 

 Approx. 50% of the cost comes from internal trading with C2, C3, and C5. Minor 
trading with C5. No revenues come from internal trading. 

 

C2 – Manufacturer/Contract Manufacturer, who offers customised products or refinement 
services as a step in a production chain, or to final customers. C2 was acquired by 
INDUSTRY many years ago and reported very good result before the financial crisis 
in 2008 started to affect the results. C2’s turnover eventually dropped, causing losses 
during the more recent years. Several competitors exist at their market segment. 

Approx. 20 - 25% of the revenues, and approx. 10% of the costs, comes from 
internal trading with C3 (buy), C1 (sell), and C4 (sell).  

 

C3 – Contract Manufacturer, who refines and process products to both final customers 
and as a step in a production chain. C3 was bought by INDUSTRY a few years ago 
as a bankrupt company and the economical situation have not yet been turned to be 
profitable and stable, although prospects starting to look somewhat brighter. Many 
competitors exist at their market segment. 

Approx. 30% of the revenues, and approx. 10% of the costs, comes from internal 
trading with C1 (sell), C2 (both), C4 (sell), and sometimes with C5 (both) (In 2012 
the revenues from internal trading have increased to 50%). 

 

C4 – Manufacturer/Contract Manufacturer, who refines and process products as a step in 
a production chain. C4 was acquired by INDUSTRY many years ago. Currently the 
economy is quite strained and profits have been negative ever since the financial 
crisis in 2008. Many competitors exist at their market segment. 

Approx. 10% of the revenues, and approx. 50% of the costs, comes from internal 
trading with C2 (buy), C3 (both), and C1 (sell).  

STEEL

INDUSTRY

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
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C5 -  Manufacturer/Contract Manufacturer, who produce customised products to final 
customers and refine products as a step in a production chain or to finalise a 
product. C5 was acquired by INDUSTRY many years ago, and have a strained 
economical situation, but are still profitable. Only a few competitors exist at their 
market segment. 

Approx. 10 - 12% of the revenues, and approx. 1 - 2% of the costs, comes from 
internal trading. 

4.2 Interview Summaries 

Below follows the questions and answers from the respondents’ interviews. Some 
questions have intentionally not been developed further since too much information at 
once could make the mapping more diffuse. If the reader sometimes gets the experience 
that answers are not connected to a specific company, it is an intentional choice, made to 
protect the identity of the respondent.  

Abbreviations: 

• Chief Executive Officer – CEO 
• Chief Financial Officer – CFO 
• Group Executive Board - GEB 

 

4.2.1 Organisational Structure and Management 

How much influence over each company's own objectives does the Group Executive Board (GEB) have? 
When the GEB set objectives, are they detailed or are they more general directions? 

All of the interviewed agreed that the GEB has a big influence on the strategic directions of 
each company. How detailed the objectives or delegations are, differ among the companies. 
The CFO at C1 explained that the company is more controlled by the GEB, compared to 
the other companies. The directives could be distinct and detailed, but seldom operative.  

However, all of the other four companies, C2-C5, claim to be autonomous regarding the 
choice of strategic actions. The objectives from the GEB can be distinct, i.e. when 
budgeting, but are often more general directions. The distinct targeted goals and objectives 
the companies receive, are communicated through the budget. The budget is discussed, 
revised, and set in compliance with the GEB. Naturally, to measure the companies’ 
performance, they are measured with the set budget. No other specific goals exist 
according to the respondents.  

 

Is it often the aggregated objectives differ from the company's own directives? 

The majority of the respondents answered that the objectives are quite much the same. The 
goals, hence the budget, are often discussed before set. Only C2 and C4 answered that the 
objectives could sometimes differ. Especially when the economy is strained. Then the 
difference could lie in different focal points for the GEB compared to the company’s own 
management. E.g. the GEB might wish to keep a major customer who requires long and 
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large store keeping, while the company itself might prioritise a customer with a shorter 
lead-time and through-flow speed.  

 

Do you experience that there occurs competition or disputes between the companies of STEEL? 

Quite unanimously, the interviewees answered that rivalry competition is not something 
that occur at STEEL. This is because they have a vertical integration; hence, they 
complement each other in the production chain of a final product. However, C5, C4 and 
C3, waive that some minor competition can occur due to the same production capability in 
some very rarely occasions. Disagreements and conflicts arise naturally, which all agree 
upon and explains the disputes to arise due to the autonomous ruling of each company. 
The difficulties lie in balancing the loyalty as an affiliated company and the directives from 
the GEB, with the lack of transparency that causes them to act as if they were external 
companies.   
 

4.2.2 Internal Trading 

What is the main purpose of the internal trading? 

The answers were diverse and every one of the interviewed had their own opinion, even 
those who works in the same company. The most co-occurrence answer was: through 
internal trading the company’s production capacity can be utilised and higher quality 
achieved through communication. Additionally, all the respondents agree that it is attractive 
for customers to be able to order a full solution product from one of the companies of 
STEEL: 

- In C1’s case, which delivers customised final products of high quality, the internal trading 
serves the purpose of ensuring a specific quality and a full solution product to the quite 
demanding customers.  

- At C2, the CEO had the opinion that internal trading gives a leverage of the qualifications 
to get a greater refinement of a product, as to deliver a greater value to the customer. The 
CFO said that from C2’s point of view, the internal trading is more about satisfying an 
internal need for creating a better economical situation and results by using the capacity 
of each company. The advantages are, among others, an operative communication and a 
geographical advantage.  

- The CEO of C3 argued that the internal trading should serve the purpose of creating 
synergies, save time and money, by allocating and rationalise resources. By using 
capacities and price advantages towards the customer will improve STEEL’s position in 
each market segment. When communicating with the subsidiaries, it could give rise to 
new production solutions or an improved product. 

- The CFO of C4 argued that the internal trading is more of a consequence from each 
company’s effort in trying to optimise its own area of expertise. Since the companies of 
STEEL, each provides with a specific step in a production chain, it is gives to trade with 
each other. It all is about creating advantages and optimise the company’s result. 
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- C5, as well as C3 and C2, are on the same track with engaging the subsidiaries production 
capacity. It benefits the group, at the same time that the company use its resources in the 
most economical way.  

 

Regarding the cooperation between the companies of STEEL, is there an outspoken policy that you should 
trade internally? How well does it play out currently? Do any incentives for motivating internal trading 
exist? 

The respondents agree that directives have been given by the GEB that the companies 
should trade internally as often as possible, but no specific policy is set. At C1, however, 
the directives are more like orders, and they are ordered to trade internally. That is also 
something that falls naturally according to the CFO of C1, since their products are sensitive 
regarding the quality and sustainability. Hence, for C1 the directive to trade internally often 
is an explicit order, C1 must trade internally when possible in order to secure the quality 
and sustainability to the customer. However, the CFO points out that it sometimes could 
be more efficient to have an alternative supplier in case of any situation arise that might 
compromise an order from a customer.  

The other companies are not as controlled by the GEB, and they only experience the 
GEB’s directive as a wish, more than a specific order. They all answered that they do trade 
internally, but they all agree upon that the internal trading could be extended and 
developed.  

The answers to the question if any incentives exist, they all answered unanimous: no, no 
incentives communicated from the GEB to trade internally exist.  

 

What dependent factors do you believe found the decision to order internally or externally? 

The answers to this question varied. C2, C3, C4, and C5 name that price is one of the most 
vital factors. At C3, however, there sometimes is no other choice of supplier since C2 
offers the specific material that they can refine. This is somewhat the same for C1 who 
states that they often do not have that many choices of suppliers; the quality is their main 
issue regarding choice of supplier. Additionally, C1 does not have the mandate to order 
elsewhere because of the delegations from the GEB to order internally. C4 and C2, who 
have a wider range of the choice of supplier, are forced due to its strained economy to go 
externally when the prices are too high. C3 with its negative profitmaking chooses an 
external supplier when it is beneficial, but more crucial, when it is possible.  

The matters of quality, lead-time and production capacity are other priorities for the four 
companies C2 to C5. For all of the companies, these qualifications are often looked upon 
first, and if the product qualifications are fulfilled, then the price is negotiated.  

4.2.3 Pricing of Internally Traded Products and Services 

Is the transfer pricing in some way centralised? 

Four of the companies, C2-C5, answered no. Each company sets the prices individually 
and the GEB does not interfere with their negotiations or trading processes. The 
mentioned companies try to meet the directive of trading internally at the same time as they 
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try to meet their set budget demands. C1 are more controlled by the GEB, who leave 
opinions and are sometimes included in a price discussion.  

 

Do you generally use standard agreements, contracts, or quotations when you trade internally and 
externally? 

The answers differed some:  

- C1 have both internally and externally general agreements that follows a pricelist, 
which is revised once a year. 

- C2 have quotations with set pricelists and other agreements with their major 
customers. Internally they use set pricelists, quotations, and negotiated agreements. 
Some of the contracts were set some years ago.  

- C3 have quotations with set pricelists, and negotiated agreements, both internally 
and externally. Some contracts are date some years back.  

- C4 only have a couple of standard agreements since those type of agreements are 
unbeneficial to their business. Otherwise, quotations and negotiated contracts are 
used both internally and externally 

- C5 have with their major customers a contract with set pricelists, while the 
remaining orders are negotiated agreements both internally and externally.  

 

How do you price the Contract Work/Products that are traded internally?  

The answers differed among all of the companies; some used cost as a base, and some the 
market price as a base. Often this causes a negotiation of the price. 

- C1 are controlled by their suppliers’ prices. They can negotiate about the price, but 
could never price-compete. 

- C2 mainly base their transfer price on costs with regard of the market price. They 
could sometimes accept a higher transfer price from an internal supplier compared 
to a lower price externally, but only if it matches the market price and margins still 
could be kept. Negotiation and discussions are necessary. Some prices/pricelists 
were set before the interviewed CEO and FM worked there. One of these 
situations concerns the trading with C3: a set pricelist from the time C3 were a 
bankrupt company. 

- C3 mainly look at the market prices when determining the transfer price. However, 
if the production capacity is completely utilised, the fixed costs becomes an 
important base for setting the price. Together with navigation through the market 
price, they set their prices. Some prices were set by the time C3 were a bankrupt 
company. One of these pricelists is for example followed when trading with C2. 

- C4 is currently forced to base most of their prices on market prices due to the 
competition. The secondary focus lies on variable costs, with regard of the fixed 
costs distribution over volume.  

- C5 base most of their products’ prices on the market price. Then the final contract 
is negotiated through. The pricelists are revised in compliance to the market prices.  
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4.2.4 Sub-optimisation when Trading Internally 

Do you believe there is a risk for, or know that there exist, sub-optimisation? 

Unanimously, all of the interviewed answered that there is a clear risk for sub-optimisation. 
When asked why they have that opinion, the answers regarded: lack of transparency, 
communication between the subsidiaries themselves and with the GEB, central guidance 
and administration, and, a common applicable method. However, some of the respondents 
stress that it is only a belief. Examples of sub-optimisation due to these issues were: duple 
resources are used for production or administration, orders are not placed at the most 
suitable company/companies, disability to overlook an affair margins and costs, etc. All of 
which could result in loosing an affair, or increase the group’s overall costs.  

Two of the companies answered that sub-optimisation actually do exist. Due to access of 
another company’s production capacity or costs, it came to their knowledge that an 
accepted order could have been more profitable for the group if the supply chain were 
arranged differently. Meaning, another company might have created or refined the product 
cheaper, or set different margins, if there was a better communication and transparency 
between the two concerned subsidiaries. Some affairs that benefit one company and satisfy 
another, might not contribute as optimal as it could have if the perspective lied with the 
though of whole group.  

Some of the respondents elaborated their answer with that subsidiary of STEEL should be 
able to undertake an affair that yields a loss to one of the subsidiaries, if the total profit of 
the group is higher than order externally. However, the respondents continue this 
argument with the statement that such situation is not feasible in STEEL. Currently, only 
the results are presented to the GEB; the results are not tagged with internal or external 
affairs. The GEB have no tool or method to distinguish an affair that yields a negative 
profit, for the benefit of the whole group. Consequently, undertaking a negatively yielding 
affair cannot be motivated to the GEB, and the companies will continue to only ensure 
their own profit maximisation.  

 

What factors could impel self-optimisation rather than profit optimisation of the whole group? Could a 
bonus to the CEO be one factor? 

The interviewees answered that due to the lack of insight, incentives for internal trading, 
and communication, each business looks to their own results primary. The majority 
answered that a bonus to the CEO could have some effect to self-optimisation, but no one 
is sure about how the bonus is set. The rest argued that the bonuses plays such a minor 
part, and are unlikely to affect the big issue that internal trading is. They implied that in 
such case, the remuneration must reflect only the profit making in order to affect the 
choice of only looking to the profit.  

The respondents explain the absence of group-optimisation steerage, as a consequence 
from lack of management control and policy to edify the group thinking. Since each 
company has a profit requirement and other financial requirements measured towards the 
budget, the respondents’ answer that it is natural to look at the own company’s self-
interest. They argued that the subsidiaries naturally seek to be competitive, and every one 
wants to show good results before the GEB.   
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5 Analysis 

Below follows an analysis of the previous chapter’s presentation of the case study data abstract. The design of 
the analysis keeps the theme sections used under 4.2 Interview Summaries, to facilitate the reader’s 
interpretation. The questions related to each section are again presented under each section as a reminder. 
Below the gathered questions follows a thorough analysis with contemplation of the theoretical framework. 

 

5.1 Organisational Structure and Management 

- How much influence over each company's individual objectives do the Group Executive Board 
(GEB) has?  

- When the GEB set objectives, are they detailed or are they more general directions?  
- Is it often the aggregated objectives differ from the company's own directives? 
- Do you experience that there occurs competition or disputes between the companies of STEEL? 

Naturally, the GEB have an influence over the more general objectives, but they seldom 
have an operative influence over the companies’ individual objectives. Based on 
Distelzwieg (n.d.) description, it leans towards STEEL having a horizontal management 
style. The top-management, in this case the GEB, does not to interfere with the operative 
decisions and chosen actions of procedures. Instead, the GEB pass out general directives 
regarding the overall strategies and objectives of INDUSTRY. The only specific 
delegations are communicated through the budget, which is discussed and set together with 
the each subsidiary’s management team. Due to that cooperation, the objectives set by the 
GEB naturally do not differ much from the subsidiaries’ individual objectives. This type of 
control strengthens the opinion that STEEL is horizontally managed, since the control is 
delegated through general objectives, directives, and via the budget (Distelzweig & Droege, 
n.d.). A horizontal management style does not imply in a laissez faire-management, which 
Goethals, et al. (2004) states, and STEEL does not fall under that management manner. 
The GEB have some control and delegation power, which a horizontally managed 
company must have, but does not use it as strict as a vertical managed company would.  

C1, on the other hand seems to be more controlled by the GEB. This could depend on its 
position as a distributor and as one of STEEL’s more gainful companies. However, C5 for 
example, is also profitable, but is not nearly as controlled by the top-management as C1. 
The reason for this difference in control could then depend on how C1 became a company 
of STEEL. C1, unlike the other subsidiaries, became a new entity quite recently and was 
prior to that a business area/division at C2. Hence, the extra amount of control could be 
that the new entity has no previous own management and need exquisite guidance and 
control. Or, the GEB’s control could depend on the simple fear of risk loosing the gainful 
course C1 due to its new role if being an own company. 

Lindvall’s (2011) studies of governance show that a trend in management styles is 
governance through not only numbers, but non-financial objectives and policies as well. 
INDUSTRY’s top-management governs the companies of STEEL through numbers, i.e. 
through the budget. No other non-financial goals seem to prevail judging by the 
respondents’ answers. So, as Lindvall (2011) argues, INDUSTRY needs to link the financial 
goals of the subsidiaries to the overall strategies and goals of the whole corporation. 
Presumably, INDUSTRY has not contemplated the importance implementation and 
management of a chosen strategy plays as Lindvall (2011) proclaims. Or, there might not 
even be specific strategies considered, which leaves STEEL’S companies extradited to it’s 
own ruling.  
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As for the vertical integration, all of the interviewees had the same opinion of a non-
competitive relationship between the companies. This was due to the fact that each 
company satisfies a certain stage in the production process chain. Hultbom (1990) explains 
that a reason for vertical integration is exactly about that: to secure different stages in a 
production chain by acquiring companies who represents those different production stages. 
No rivalry should therefore exist, and the interviewees’ answers were in line with this 
theory.  

Lantz (2000), however, claims that rivalry is a highly common issue regarding the internal 
trading of a decentralised group. STEEL has a decentralised structure according to Olve 
and Ekström (1990) since each subsidiary have its own management, and, as the 
respondents explained, no operative guidance and delegation from the top-management. In 
STEEL’s case, decentralisation seem to have arisen naturally due to the acquisitions of 
existing companies and the keeping of that company’s current structure. Hence, the 
concept decentralisation at STEEL has not actively been implemented as Olve and 
Ekström (1990) explain; decentralisation is a strategy for imposing more control and 
autonomy to the sub-management teams. So, for the companies of STEEL, rivalry is not 
something this decentralised business area needs to contemplate since the vertical 
integration structure supress that competitive behaviour. Hence, if the companies were not 
commonly owned by INDUSTRY, they would not compete with each other since they 
generally do not offer the same products or services. 

Although, the respondents did answer that disputes arose. In that case decentralisation 
contribute with the lack of insight and cooperative communication. Decentralisation could 
house either a horizontal or vertical control management (Daft, 2006). In STEEL’s case, 
the horizontal control prevails since the chains of commands are quite undefined and each 
company have its own responsibility to show result. Consequently, with too little 
transparency and high autonomy in each company, together with the decentralisation, it 
fosters the companies’ behaviour of being independent of each other (Lindvall, 2011). 
Another reason for disputes to arise could originate from the microeconomic fundamental 
theory, stated by McDowell et al. (2010), that companies always strive to maximise its 
profits. This theory’s strength amplifies together with the previous stated findings, that the 
autonomy and lack of group thinking enhance the subsidiaries individual profit 
maximisation effort (McDowell et al., 2010).  

Lindvall’s (2011) observations about operation management could otherwise be an 
actuating factor for disputes to arise. It appears that STEEL foster a modern operation 
management, but without the necessary distinct frame of strategy and communication of 
strategies from the top-management. Lindvall (2011) claims that top-management control 
is utterly vital for this modern management structure to function, or else, the intent of 
optimising the subsidiaries goals will be prioritised over maximising the groups aggregated 
profit. Lindvall (2011) also argues that a decentralised company should not adapt budgeting 
as a measure of performance and as a tool for control, but use non-financial goals too. In 
STEEL’s case, when not having non-financial goals, it will continue to foster the 
subsidiaries managements’ behaviour of self-optimisation. This is a dilemma the companies 
of STEEL face; the difficulty in balancing the group’s perspective together with the 
autonomous ruling they are in possession of.  
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5.2 Internal Trading 

- What is the main purpose of the internal trading? 
- Regarding the cooperation between the companies of STEEL, is there an outspoken policy that 

you should trade internally? 
- How well does it play out currently?  
- Do any incentives for motivating internal trading exist? 
- What dependent factors do you believe found the decision to order internally or externally? 

All of the interviewees had different opinions about the main purpose of trading internally. 
However, all of the respondents’ opinions embrace the theories regarding internal trading 
presented by Hultbom (1990), Ekberg et al (2008), Kay (2000), and Anderson and Wietz 
(1983). So, the conclusion could be drawn that they all are aware of the advantages that 
internal trading could generate, but that INDUSTRY has no outspoken internal trading 
policy. The reason for trading internally could be self-evident – the advantage is to have a 
company that satisfy a specific production chain stage, as Hultbom (1990) explains to be 
the foremost reason for vertical integration. However, since the answers differed from each 
other, the conclusion is that the top-management has not distinctly explained its strategy 
for the structure of production that STEEL have.  

Nevertheless, al of the respondents’ answers to why trade internally can explain why 
vertical integration prevails rather than horizontal integration. As Kay (2000) explains, the 
replaceability and appropriability of the different stages a company represent in a 
production chain, is one of the main incentives for choosing this structure. The business 
area STEEL, who primary delivers high quality products and services to final customers, is 
probably structured this way to secure the stages. According to some of the respondents, 
mostly in C1, C3 and C5, it is attractive for the customer to be able to buy a high quality 
product that is produced and finalised by STEEL altogether. It secures a level of quality 
standard.  

Why the opinions were so straggled, could thus depend on the fact that there is no set 
policy regarding the internal trading, only directives have been communicated. According 
to Kay (2000), there are many deficiencies that could arise when an organisation is 
horizontally managed. However, neither Hultbom (1990) nor Kay (2000) explains 
specifically why these deficiencies arise. Deriving from the respondents’ answers the issues 
are probably due to the lack of a clear strategy and control of the managements 
organisational direction. Synergies could emerge in STEEL, but there is evidently a lack of 
coordination and control, which are important areas to manage for utilising the benefits of 
the opportunity to trade internally (Ekberg et al., 2008). Both Hultbom (1990) and 
Distelzwieg (n.d) explains that a strategy must be framed clearly and strictly communicated 
to the management team of each subsidiary from the top-management of INDUSTRY in 
order for the horizontal organisation structure to operate as a complete corporation.  

Another recognised aspect that fosters this unbeneficial situation is when the companies 
lack motives for choosing an internal over an external supplier (Hultbom, 1990). At 
STEEL, no known incentive exist to trade internally according to the respondents. 
Incentives would strengthen the group-essence and could motivate contemplation and 
improvement of the trading processes (Arvidsson, 1971, and Lantz, 2000). Benefits on the 
other hand exist, for example C1’s case, quality control and security, but benefits should 
not be mistaken as incentives. Arvidsson (1971) and Lantz (2000) however, do not explain 
what incentives exist. Hence, ideas for what incentives the companies could use have been 
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developed through the thesis and are further explained in section 5.3. Thus, without the 
incentives that encourage the subsidiaries to regard the group primarily, the risk is that the 
internal trading becomes too inefficient and the sole purpose of having a vertical integrated 
group of companies could is lost.  

The focus and perception of the importance to streamline the internal trading, sees to vary 
between the respondents. The quota of the revenues and cost from internal trading could 
indicate the importance and interest of the vertical integration for each company. From C1, 
C3, and C4’s point of view, the internal trading plays a huge role for the sustainability of 
the company, since approximately half of their costs or revenues descend from the internal 
trading. These companies are hence dependent on other companies of INDUSTRY as 
suppliers or buyers, which brings the issues regarding internal trading to be pressing for the 
mentioned companies. On the other hand, at C5 the internal supply plays a minor role with 
its small quota of only one-two percent. The low quota in C5’s case, could depend on the 
fact that the products and services they require does not exist in STEEL, hence the issue of 
internal trading is not as vital as it is for companies with higher quotas of revenues and 
costs. 

Regarding the question what dependent factors each company focus upon when 
determining the trade path, the majority of the answers regarded the price. One 
observation to why the price is prioritised is how the market structure of each company 
varies. In C2, C3, and C4 case, the market seems to be more resembled towards perfect 
competitive market. One feature of such market is according to Frank (2008) that a large 
number of buyers and sellers exist, and in such market the competition will pull down the 
prices.  For the three mentioned companies of STEEL, there exist several competitors at 
their market. Hence, the companies need the ability to price-compete, forcing focus to sold 
volumes and the utilisation of the production capacity (Frank, 2008). However, important 
to remember is McDowell’s et al. (2010) words that only because there are many 
competitors in a market, do not necessarily mean that the companies loose all of the 
determination power over setting prices. The companies could have specific qualities, 
techniques, or other contributions that enables a more independent price determination.  

On the other hand, C1 and C5 states that they have a few competitors, making theirs 
market more similar to a monopoly or an oligopoly as McDowell et al. (2010) describes. 
The few competitors in the market give C1 and C5 a benchmark to not only look to price, 
but to other qualifications attractive for the customers. Since these two companies seem to 
be unique, or market leaders with its products, they could be regarded as price setters 
(Frank, 2008). Additionally, the market structure might not be the only reason for the 
diverse answers. It could also depend on the fact that the products they offer have certain 
requirements that need other focal points than price. In C1’s case, quality seems to be a 
very important aspect, since they stated that their customers have a very strict demand for 
high quality.  

5.3 Pricing of Internally Traded Products and Services 

- Is the transfer pricing in some way centralised? 
- Do you generally use standard agreements, contracts or quotations when you trade internally and 

externally? 
- How do you price the Contract Work/Products that are traded internally?  

As could be anticipated, the transfer pricing is not centralised in that manner that a general 
method or application instructions exist. Four of the companies, C2-C5, answered that they 
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all set their transfer prices individually and often in negotiation with the involved 
subsidiary. The GEB do not interfere with those price negotiations except in C1’s case 
where the GEB can participate and discuss the prices. Nevertheless, the determination of 
prices is done quite individually and autonomously. Judging by the answers regarding the 
centralised transfer pricing, the conclusion could be drawn that no Shared Service Centre 
exist. STEEL does not have a common division for administration and associated tasks 
(Lindvall, 2011).  

From the questions about the structure of orders, it could be interpreted that STEEL uses 
a method for determining transfer prices based on negotiation, since neither of the 
respondents stated that they explicitly base the transfer prices on either cost or market 
price (Arvidsson, 1973, and, Samuelsson, 2004). The orders and quotations seem to be 
adjusted and prices negotiated when the pricelists are not acceptable or applicable. 
However, together with the question if the transfer prices are determined centrally, the 
respondents answer negating. As Samuelsson (2004) explains, negotiation based transfer 
pricing methods should still be an active imposition by the top-management. Hence, they 
should steer and pressure the subsidiaries to collaborate in order to find the most optimal 
distribution of costs and margins so that the whole group benefit from the set prices. 
However, determination under subsequent conditions is something STEEL does not seem 
to have. 

The negotiation of transfer prices between subsidiaries seems to arise only when there is an 
evident need of it, not as a predetermined process. Further more, the negotiations at 
STEEL takes it stance in every subsidiary protecting their own economy instead of the 
looking to group’s, which is one of the situations an actively imposed negotiation based 
transfer pricing method tries to counteract (Samuelsson, 2004). This of course is an 
important deficiency, but the reason and how this behaviour came to exist, is not illogically 
developed considering the lack on motive for collaborate more deeply. 

To exemplify how the companies could consider an affair, suppose one company of 
STEEL receives an order worth 5000 SEK. The company needs to order an extra 
component, material, or refinement from elsewhere. The choices are to either buy that 
service or product internally or externally. The cost for buying internally is 5000 SEK, and 
to order externally the costs is instead 4000 SEK. This example shows that the 
fundamental microeconomic theories presented by Frank (2008) needs to be put aside in 
order to maximise the groups profit maximisation: 

  Internally Externally 

Order Worth   5000   5000 

Purchase - 5000 - 4000 

Income (Group)   5000   1000 

Income (Company) 0  (1000) 

 

To use the internal supplier would bring a profit to the company with customer contact of 
1000 SEK, and a zero result if they chose an internal supplier. However, the cash flow 
between the customer and the group looks different. The group would receive 5000 SEK if 
the company choses an internal supplier, but only 1000 SEK if the company choses an 
external supplier. This example illustrate that by looking to the aggregated objective would 
generate a better result than when the company’s individual costs and revenues are 
regarded. However, if the top-management would like the companies to act as a whole 
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group, a good incentives for motivate reasoning like the example above is necessary 
according to Arvidsson (1971) or Lantz (2000)  

A negative aspect of STEEL’s current internal trading is the perhaps unfair distribution of 
profit making. Davis and Davis (2011), states that the contribution margin determines if 
the products or services sold, cover the fixed costs. All of STEEL’s companies who sell 
products or services to final customers, which involve an internal supplier, have the 
advantage to set the final price marginal as they please. As they please, yes, but of course 
with the consideration of the market price. However, this leaves the sub-contractors hence 
the subsidiaries that often have a step in the middle of the refining process, to naturally be 
price takers (Frank, 2008). Their chance of looking to their own contribution margin 
decreases significantly. Davis and Davis (2010) point out that a price taker only can focus 
on reducing its costs to find leverage over its profit maximisation. 

To have this imbalanced relationship in a group, interfere with the conclusions made by 
Hultbom (1990) and Lantz (2000), which state that an affair with an external customer that 
involves internal sub-contractors, must be looked at through the group’s perspective in 
order to maximise the profit. When a trading system’s function is to increase the profit 
generated from the group to the customer, only then the purpose of the vertical integration 
is truly embraced (Hultbom, 1990). At STEEL, it has already been found that the 
subsidiaries focus is the individual costs, prices, and its belonging contribution margins. If 
INDUSTRY’s top-management wanted to change this trading behaviour, it once again 
stressed that an incentive and motivation for this kind of consideration and cooperation 
must be implemented. 

5.4 Sub-optimisation when Trading Internally 

- Do you believe there is a risk for or know that there exist, sub-optimisation? 
- What factors could impel self-optimisation rather than profit optimisation of the whole group?  
- Could a bonus to the CEO be one factor? 

Evidently, all of the interviewees state that there is a clear risk for sub-optimisation. They 
explain that reasons for this belief originate from the lack of a common administration, 
central guidance, and transparency. Due to these deficiencies, which evidently makes the 
interpretation of the existence of sub-optimisation unclear. However, since the respondents 
were unanimous about the risk and two interviewees even stated that sub-optimisation do 
occur (see section 4.2.4), the coincidence with the sub-optimisation theory of the internal 
trading (Hultbom, 1990, and Lantz, 2000), there exist strong reasons for believing sub-
optimisation exist. 

The answers to what reasons could exist for self-optimisation was in line with the 
respondents’ previous thoughts about why the internal trading currently is inefficient. They 
believe that the motivation for self-optimisation is higher due to the lack of transparency 
and communication. Together with the non-existent guidance and system for implementing 
methods or processes when trading internally, the motivation for thinking of the group as a 
whole decreases abundantly. This is exactly what Lindvall (2011) and Hultbom (1990) 
explain as common deficiencies of governance and vertical integration. Together with the 
issues that Arvidsson (1971) and Lantz (2000) illustrate about the importance of reviewing 
the transfer pricing settings, STEEL needs to look through their internal trading processes 
and relations. As the lack of incentive is a consequence of an unconsidered vertical 
integration strategy and a too loose and unstructured management, the solutions for 
improving the trading must be derived from the top-management.  
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As the example in section 5.3. showed, group thinking could generate a higher profit for 
INDUSTRY. The incentives for motivating this thinking and behaviour could be many. As 
one of the respondents suggested, one possibility could be the ability to derive a 
subsidiary’s result that depends on internal trading and declaring it to the GEB. Then if a 
bad result is shown, the subsidiary can at least derive the result and defend why the result 
looks like it does. However, all ideas of incentives must be further analysed and adapted to 
STEEL’s situation. In the long run a system or a method for internal trade seem to be 
more beneficial. A system could refer to either having a SSC or a transfer pricing system 
(Lindvall, 2011, and Hultbom 1990), none of which exist at STEEL currently. 
 
To elaborate the importunateness of finding a tool for controlling the internal trading, the 
reasons for using either a SSC or transfer pricing system must be analysed. STEEL could 
benefit from having a SSC, since all the subsidiaries currently have behaviour of keeping 
information and considerations to themselves. With a SSC that behaviour could be allowed 
to continue, since the SSC will hold and administrate information about the companies, 
serving as a more unbiased role in the trading processes. Hence, when negotiating prices 
the suspicions towards the other company’s motive and profits, could be supressed since 
because of the impartial role of the SSC (Lindvall, 2011). 

On the other hand, as Lindvall (2011) also proclaimed, a SSC is costly to implement. Then 
the alternative is implementing a transfer pricing system in STEEL. Then all of the 
companies could benefit from having a method or model they all follow, leaving doubts 
and negotiation excluded. To have a transfer pricing method could also increase the group 
integration of the companies, making the spirit of acting as a group more pronounced. 
However, since STEEL is a vertical integrated group, different customers have different 
requirements, and, each company have a different product market segment. Hence, a 
customer from a more competitive market segment will probably look more to price than 
to quality. So, if a transfer pricing system were based on costs, like contribution margins 
calculations, it would be disadvantageous for a company with a market with a few 
competitors who often, according to McDowell et al. (2010), have the possibility to set 
high contribution margins. If price supplements and margins are fixed, the negotiation 
power diminishes, and could risk loosing a customer. Therefore, a method useful for 
STEEL must be adapted to the specific benchmarks each company have.  

The negotiated transfer pricing method seems as more appropriate way for determining the 
transfer prices. Ax (2011) proclaims that through negotiation of transfer prices, the 
autonomy is maintained, and the motivation for finding an optimal solution depends on 
the “threat” of the possibility to choose an external customer. The choice of having a 
negotiated transfer pricing method is an active choice passed out by the top-management. 
However, by only implementing a negotiated transfer pricing method, does not imply in 
efficiently motivation for the group thinking. Encouragement to consider the profit 
maximisation of the group must be found, presumably in additional incentives. As 
suggested earlier, smaller implementations such as profit distribution or declaration and 
derivation could be used as a complement to either a SSC or a transfer pricing system. 
Evidently, there is a need for accessing resources such as contribution margins, lead-times, 
product processes, etc., in order to provide with exact recommendations to STEEL of how 
to tackle the deficiencies of the internal trading.  
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6 Conclusion 

 This chapter is designed to answer the research questions presented in section 1.2. The underlying 
conditions of STEEL are presented first, continuing with the internal trading situation of STEEL. The 
way that the internal trading functioning sometimes intertwines with the deficiencies that exist regarding the 
internal trading. Finally, the chapter ends with recommendations of focal areas to consider by the 
management teams of the companies of STEEL. 

STEEL is a business area of the multinational corporation INDUSTRY. The business area, 
which has no own management, consists by a group of five companies, all located in 
Sweden. The group is vertically integrated group and the companies were acquired at 
different points in time, except one that became a new entity from an existing company of 
STEEL. With different products and services, each company serves different market 
segments, three companies have many competitors and two have only a few. The 
frequency of the internal trades varies among the companies, causing more or less 
significance to each company’s management team. Also, the companies have different 
economical situations, benchmarking their negotiation power regarding price determination 
and other agreements. 

INDUSTRY fosters a horizontal and modern operation management style. No non-
financial goals exist, only financial goals. Those goals are set through the budget and each 
subsidiary’s management team present individual result to the GEB. The internal trading of 
STEEL currently has no set frames, methods, or central guidance. Transfer prices are 
determined differently in each of the five subsidiaries trading. The group is decentralised 
naturally and a high autonomy is nurtures, except for one company that is more controlled 
by the GEB. The subsidiaries are aware of the benefits vertical integration could generate, 
but the top-management has not communicated a clear strategy of how to collaborate in 
order to maximise the profit for the whole group. Additionally, there is no transparency or 
incentives for cooperating towards the common goals. Or rather, towards the group’s 
profit making, since there are no outspoken common goals. Hence, these deficiencies of 
the vertical integration engender the subsidiaries to act in their own self-interest and as 
non-cooperative companies.  

Thus, the internal trading is neither optimal nor efficient. The uncertainty and suspicions 
that sub-optimisation occur at the subsidiaries in STEEL, calls for the GEB’s attention and 
intervention. As the results from the interviews showed, there is a great potential to 
maximise an affair’s profit, if a system for internal trading processes exist. A SSC has the 
advantages of being unbiased and cost saving, but is costly and time consuming to 
implement. A transfer pricing method based on negotiation could benefit the group’s 
communication and collaboration level, but requires a thorough adjustment since the 
companies serves different markets. In addition to either strategy, an incentive for 
encouraging the subsidiaries to strive for optimal solutions that benefit the whole group 
rather than the individual subsidiary should be implemented. Together with a distinct 
strategy, policy, and top-management guidance towards STEEL as being a vertically 
integrated group, the internal trading will functioning more efficiently and could 
consequently lead to a higher profit generation to INDUSTRY. 
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7 Discussion 

This chapter aims to discuss the implications and thoughts this thesis’ conclusions disengage. A discussion 
concerning future studies will also be presented in this chapter. The authors’ own thoughts and ideas are 
presented in this chapter. 

Firstly, one issue that can be discussed regarding this thesis is the confidentiality that was 
agreed upon by holding names of companies and interviewees anonymous. Naturally, the 
substance of the case study data could be challenged and perceived as weak. When the 
empirical findings of a study bases on interviewees’ answers, it is already demanding for a 
relatively uninformed reader to keep track of who said what about what. The reader’s 
interpretation could be less adequate and apprehensive due to difficulties of keeping track 
of the fictitious names.  

This is something that we, the authors, are aware of. Tentatively, further studies on the 
companies of STEEL could therefore suggestively be made internally, or at least by 
researchers with no demand of publishing their findings publically. If a study is conducted 
with the purpose of finding a solution to the deficiencies prevailing in STEEL, the research 
should be held unbiased to find a truthful and sustainable benchmark to base the solutions 
on. In this case study, the anonymity played an important role of safekeeping the 
interviewees’ opinions and interpretations of INDUSTRY’s current functions and relations. 
Even though honesty cannot be presupposed we highly believe, and interpreted, that 
additional information were received by not designate a particular answer or judgment to 
any of the case participants. 

As was found in the analysis of the case study data, to recommend a method or another 
tool for controlling the internal trading, a detailed and circumstantial investigation needs to 
be done. The main purpose of this thesis not was to provide the subsidiaries’ management 
teams with a solution, even though the deficiencies of the vertical integration calls for one. 
However, some very crude ideas for incentives developed as our study progressed:  

- Profit Distribution: when having an affair similar to the example in 5.3, INDUSTRY 
could distribute the profit accordingly after each involved subsidiary’s contribution 
margin, making each company beneficial or at least not negatively affected. 
However, such incentive requires either a central management with control of and 
insight in all the five companies simultaneously, or, a declaration plan so each 
company can derive the costs and revenues the affair has given them.  

- Bonus on Internal Trades: when having traded internally the subsidiaries should be 
able to declare the profit generated to the whole group made from an affair with an 
external customer. If the contribution reaches a specific margin, or is held to being 
profitable for all the involved subsidiaries, a percentage bonus is rewarded those 
subsidiaries. The bonus implies that the subsidiaries involved must discuss and 
negotiate so that the total profit is maximised and not the individual results. 
However, such incentive requires communication both horizontally and vertically, 
and a proper method for gathering and declaring such information. Additionally, 
the bonus must be set so that the subsidiaries do not irrationally seek to receive a 
bonus.  

These ideas are crudely developed and are not intended to work as complete solution. 
However, the ideas could encourage the contemplation and consideration of different 
approaches to improve the internal trading processes and the profit maximisation.  
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A weakness with this study is that no interviews were conducted with the top-management 
team, the GEB. Interviews with the board members would highly increase the substance of 
the exploration and description of the current situations and processes of the vertical 
integration. The significance level would also increase since one conclusion is that the 
implementation must be initiated from the top management. To involve the GEB from the 
beginning could increase their apprehension and understanding of how their company 
currently execute internal trades and how improvements could generate a higher profit.  

Lastly, we believe that this study has contributed to the field of vertical integration and 
companies that do trade with each other since there are many aspects that presumably 
could applicable in other cases as well. Throughout the thesis performance and execution, 
we have come to the conclusion that determination of transfer prices and internal trading is 
a highly storied subject. Therefore, this study could provide with insights and input for 
other companies and researchers within the same field. Most hopefully, this thesis will 
engage further investigation and development at INDUSTRY’s five Swedish companies.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 – Interview Guide, Original Version 

 

Intervjuunderlag 

- Vilken är din roll i STEEL, hur länge har du suttit i din nuvarande position och 
vem/vilka rapporterar du till?  

- Hur många sitter i er ledning för företaget? Hur många anställda är det i 
företaget? 

- Vilka är era huvudprodukter? 

- Erbjuder ni tjänster? Vad för slags tjänster?  

- När ni får en beställning, är det ofta massproduktion, upprepade köp av samma 
produkt, eller specialbeställningar? Hur ser fördelningen ut? 

-Har ni standardavtal eller blir det offerter för varje beställning? 

-Hur ser den ekonomiska situationen ut just nu och hur har det sett ut under de 
senaste fem åren? 

 -Känner du till begreppet internprissättning? Vad innebär det för dig?  

Den interna handeln och dess prissättning 

Vad anser du är det främsta syftet med intern handel? 

Vilket/vilka företag inom STEEL handlar ni mest med?  

Hur mycket av kostnaderna/intäkterna kommer från intern handel? 

Vilka är de mest avgörande faktorerna då ni väljer mellan ett internt eller 
externt inköp? Finns det incitament som motiverar intern handel? 

Hur prissätts er interna handel? 

Är internprissättningen på något sätt centralt styrd? 

Använder ni kostnads-, marknads eller förhandlingsbaserad 
internprissättning? Hur kommer det sig? 

Om förhandlingsbaserad – upplever du att företagen ser till sitt eget bästa 
istället för det som är bäst för hela koncernen när de interna priserna 
sätts?  
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Internprissättning anses av vissa vara en nödvändighet för att kunna mäta 
resultatet för varje företag på ett korrekt sätt, men hjälper det er att mäta 
resultatet för STEEL som helhet?  

Hjälper internprissättning er att utnyttja resurserna på ett optimalt sätt? 

Kommunikation och styrning 

Ni får säkerligen direktiv/mål från koncernledningen, hur tydliga är dessa mål?  

Hur blir dessa mål från ledningen uppföljda? 

Är det ofta dem direktiven/målen skiljer sig från de egna direktiven? 
Alltså de som är satt för just det företag du arbetar på. 

Upplever du att det förekommer eller finns risk för suboptimering? 

Vad tror du det kan finnas för faktorer som gör att fokus faller på 
optimering av de egna målen, istället för se till de aggregerande målen? 
Kan bonusar till VDn vara en faktor? 

Upplever du att det finns konkurrens/tvister mellan de olika företagen inom 
STEEL?  

På vilket sätt?  

Hur mycket inflytande har styrelsen på de enskilda bolagens mål? Får ni mycket 
självstyre eller går ledningen in och bestämmer helt om ett större problem skulle 
uppstå? 

När det gäller kommunikation mellan dotterföretagen och koncernledningen, 
vilka är era riktlinjer? Finns det någon uttalad policy om hur ni ska arbeta som 
en grupp? Stämmer detta i sådant fall in med verkligheten?  

Är det koncernledningen som är för otydlig vilka direktiv och riktlinjer 
som gäller? Eller har de för dålig inblick i hur företagets situation ser ut 
just nu, eller är det ni själva som har svårt att finna lösningar? 
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Appendix 2 – Interview Guide, Translated Version 

 

Interview Guide 

- What is your role in STEEL, how long have you been in your current position 
and to who / whom do you report? 

- How many people are in the management of the company? How many 
employees is it in the company? 

- What are your main products? 

- Do you offer services? What kind of services? 

- When you receive an order, it is often mass production, repeat purchases of the 
same product, or special orders? What does the distribution look like? 

-Do you have standard agreements or do you use quotations for each order? 

-what is the economic situation like now and what has it been like the last five 
years? 

-Are you familiar with the concept of transfer pricing? What does this mean for 
you?  

The internal Trading and Transfer Pricing 

What is the main purpose of the internal trading? 

Which company/companies within STEEL do you trade with the most? 

How much of the cost and income derive from internal trading? 

What dependent factors do you believe found the decision to order 
internally or externally? Do any incentives for motivating internal trading 
exist? 

How are your transfer prices set? 

Is the transfer prices in some way centralised? 

Do you use cost, market, or negotiated-based transfer pricing? Why is 
that? 

If negotiation-based – do you feel like the companies looks for what is 
best for them instead of the best of the group when the prices are 
negotiated?  
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Transfer pricing is considered by some to be a necessity in order to measure the 
performance of each business in a proper way, but it helps you to measure the 
performance of STEEL as a whole? 

Does transfer pricing help you to utilize the resources in an optimal way? 

Communication and Governance 

Most certainly you receive directives/goals from the GED, how clear are those 
goals? 

How are those goals from the GEB followed-up? 

Is it often that the aggregated objectives differ from the company’s own 
directives? 

Do you believe there is a risk for, or know that there exist, sub-
optimisation? 

What factors could impel self-optimisation rather than profit 
optimisation of the whole group? Could a bonus to the CEO be one 
factor? 

Do you experience that it occurs competition or disputes between the companies 
of STEEL? 

In what way? 

How much influence over each company's own objectives does the Group 
Executive Board (GEB) have? Do you get a lot of self-government or does the 
GED step in and direct if a problem should arise? 

When it comes to communication between the subsidiaries and the Group 
Executive Board, what are your guidelines? Is there an expressed policy on how 
you should work as a group? Is this true in this case in the real world? 

Is the Group Executive Board to unclear about which directives and 
guidelines to follow? Or do they have poor insight into the company’s 
situation, or is it you yourself who have difficulties finding solution? 
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